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Holland City News

a

HOLLAND,

VOL. XI.-NO.13.

SATURDAY, MAY

MICH.,

VfEBNGS, D.

pottftttdi ditt)

R., Drug Store. Fine Drngs, Mediclnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perrnmartfle. River street.

Dealer in Drugs, Medl
cinea. Paints, Oils, etc.; ProprietorofDr
W. Van Dxn Biro's Family Medicines;Eighth St.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.

full

Beans, V

75®

bushel ................ .$
bushel .............. 2

Hone^,

dozen .....................
$1 lb

L

ton.
8 00
Yf EVER, H. A CO.. Dealers In all kinds of Furivl niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Onions, bushels ............ ....
Potatoes, V bushel ............ .... 75
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
Timothy 8eed, V bushel.

Editor and Publisher.

Terms ef Snbtorlption:

Oiasral Dealeri.

months.

TTAN PUTTEN G„

General Dealers, In Dry Wheat, white V bushel ............
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
............
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Lancaster Red, bushel...

red ”

V

'

®
®

Grain, Feed, Etc.

$1.50 per year tf paid in advance; $1,75 tf
paid at three months, and $2.00 tf

1 oo
2 50
ie
A 50
12
18
10 00
1 00
• »»
2 50

@

Eggs,

furelturs.

six

<a

t

1 25
1 27
1 27
75
55
8)
1 10
32 00
1 75
1 75
1 76
6 50
1 75
80
1 75
2 00

Corn, shelled $1 bushel ........
70®
Oats, $1 bushel ...................... 50®
Buckwheat, bushel .............
T0B
ProniDlIyand Neatly EiecateiL /"'1ITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro- Bran. A 100 lbs ....................
\J prietors.The only first-classHotel In the Feed, w ton .....................
city. Is located In the business center of the town,
$100 lb ....................
and has one of the largest and best sample rooms Barley, tf 100 lb ....................
Ono square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for in the State. Free bus in connection with the Ho- Middling, V 100 lb ..............
10-ly
Flour, V brl ........... ........
tret Insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent tel. Holland,
Pearl Barley, $100 lb ...............
nsertion for any period under three mouthe.
DHCENIX HOTEL. E. P. Montiethproprietor. Rye $ bush .....................
Located near the Chi. A W. Mich. R. R. de- Corn Meal $ 100 Tbs ..............
| 8 x. | 6 m. I 1 T.
pot, has good facilitiesfor the traveling public,and Fine Corn Meal $ HO lbs .........
1 Square ...... ........... 8 50
5 00 I 8 00
Its table la unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommo.................. 5 00
8 00 | 10 00
................ 800 10 00 I 17 00 dation of guests. On Ninth str, Holland, Mich.
>4 Column ................. 10 00 17 00 | 25 00
Wm. J. Scott, proprietor.
................. 17 00 25 00 1 40 00
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
................. 25 00 40 00 | 85 00
Fish strs., convenient to both depots. Term)!,
Sl.OO per day. Good accommodations can always
Wucall the attention of ladies to the
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
be relied on. Holland,
|8-ly
changes.
Hoteli.

PRINTM

®
®
®
®
®
®
®

”

TERMS OP ADVERTISING:

Mich.

®
®
®

L

”
“

2
8

Reply ono

X1 “
“

OCOTT’ HOTEL.

Mich.

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubUshed whitont charge for subscribers.

two hundred and sixty separate

be

troubled,” or “All things

saying tbatjhere is not one word about work good,” or

women

in the Old Testament except the

the night,”

or

“Weeping may endure for
“I

am

the resurrection.”

word of shame and humiliation. He reads Why do more women rend the Bible than
also selectionsfrom the New Testament to men? Because, while tbe Bible is the
show that the Bible all the way through friend of humanity, it is still a better
is a degradationof woman. Let us see: friend of woman. Bee how cruel to woCome into this picture-gallery,this Louvre, man are the Bible injunctions:“Honor
this Luxembourg of the Bible, and look thy mother I” “Husbands, love your wives
around and find who are the inosthonered. even as Christ also loved the church, and
There is Eve, perfect as a perfect God gave himself for It;” “Let them (the new
her, Deborah, the heroine, converts)learn first to show piety at
with her womanly arm hurling a host into home,” Then, demonstrating that the
the battle; Sarah, after death, put in kindness of this hook to women exceed!
could

make

expensive mausoleum at

Macpelah; Miri-

am, standing guard by night over the in-

all other

kindness,there

ful picture

where the

is

that wonder

bailiffs rushed a

wo-

fant law-giver in the floating cradle, man of debated character into Christ's
rocked by the ripples of the Nile, and presence, demanding, her death as by
afterward with clapping cymbals
her leading

the.,

you

see

Israelitlshorchestra on

the tianks of the

Additional iXotal.

O

Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
Nnes, $2.00 per annum,

of the

publicationsof Voltslre? No, they will be

to Ingenoll.

Mr. Ingcrsoil further scoffs at the Bible, your heart

00®
Butter, V lb ....................®
Clovfcrseed, $ lb ..............
@

to

iucss.

ROGERS.

V

Apples,

ft

V

paid &

In

NO. 533.

hanging about the Bible words: “Let not
Produce, Etc.

HKBER, Druggist A Pharmacist;
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN. WALSH
V
stock of goods appertaining
the bus-

H.

the Bible. T&lmadge

'

V

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

WILLIAM

in

WHOLE

1882.

y AN PUTTEN, Wm.,

WEEKLyIS W8PAPER.

A

Women

iTl

gieii’s.

6,

Bed Sea; motherly
own loving

Hannah, supplyingwith her

quick court-martial,and Christ, with flashIng eye and quivering lip, drew
the

on them

keen sword of his sarcasm,hewing

them through from scalp

heel with the

to

hand Hie wardrobe of Samuel the Prophet; utterance: “Let him that is without sin
advertisementin this paper of “Dr. Mar* Abigail, kneeling at the foot of the hill cast the first stone at her.” Has the Bible
chisi’s Uterine Catholicon.’1We have in till four hundred wrathful men at her since you first put it upon the sitting-room
our posession indisputable evidence of its beauty and prowess are hailed in the table in your householdbeen a curse or a

Llvirvifid Sale SUblsi.

OOONE

H„ Llverv and Sale Stable. Office
andbarnonMarketstreet.Everythingfirst- worth, and we recommend the

D

afflicted to marclAifdestruction, a hurricane stopped blessing? Yet Mr. Ingersoll stands in the
All advertising bills collectable quarterly. class.
try it. This remedy diflere from quack at the sight of a water lily, a dew-drop presence of an audience and tells them
An X before the Subscriber’s name will donote
G. J., Livery and Boarding nostrums in the following respects: 1st. (lashing back Niagara; Ruth putting to that the Bible is woman’s enemy, and a
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sigstable. Fine rigs and good horses can alnitles that no paper will be continued after date.
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s It is prepared by a regular physician; 2d. shame the modern clang about mother-in- thousand idiots clap their hands in com83-tf
PE a
“So"'1.6

TTAVERKATE,

Hotel.
il

r&lTl

THIS PA

paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for It in NEW

YORK.

il

U., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.

|>UTKAU, Wm. New

Roadi

l/'UITE.J.,Dealer

in all kinds of meats and
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

IY
From Chicago

Chicago.

Mixed.

p.m.

m.

a.

to Holland.

Mall.
a.

yANDKRHAAR, U., Dealer In

Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper alarmed when weaiiness constantlyoplife
and twine; 8th street.
presses them. “If I am fretfulfrom ex-

V

From Holland
to

1882.

15,

Mix

Mail.

TOWNS.

-

Mifittfiotoriii,

Nt’l

m.

haustion of vital powers and the color

Mlllt, Ghopi, Stc.

ed. Exp.

DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

m.

1

is fading

Proprietors

of Ptugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour Tonic, gives
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

10 40 10 10 12 08 East Saugatuck

3

yAN

10 55 10 40 12 20

..

2 55 7 20 4 45

55 ..Gd. Junction..

2 15 5 45 3 55

12 00 12 15

1

..Richmond.

..

12 25 12 50 1 10

a.

m.

500

05 7 35

2 05

2 45

0

...St.

Joseph...12 40

8

3 30 6 00 3 50 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 1
7 30
a.

05 2 00
11 55

0(1

5 50 ....Chicago ..... 9 00

m.

p.

m.

p.

m.

9 10

m. a.m.

a.

m.

p.

On Saturday night the Night express north runs
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
Holland 2:2J Sunday morning.

From Holland to
Grand Rapids.
Z m. a.m. p. m.

8

15 3 25

5 85

From Grd. Rapids
to
a.

—

Holland.

m

m.

p.

m.

Holland ..... 11 45 *9 10 +101.)

40 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 11 35 8 40 9 55

5 57 9 20 3 52

..

Hudson vllle... 11 15 7 40 9 25

6 15 10 00 4 05 ....Grandville...11 00 7 10 9 05
6 35 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 6 35 8 45
a.

m.

a.

m.

p.

m.

a.

m.

a.

m.

p.

m.

On Sunday morning
Holland

2

the Night Expressleaves
:30 and arrivesin Urand Rapids 4 :10 a. m.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
Prom Holland to
Muskegon.
a. m. IP- m a. m.

egc
From Muskegon
Hollnu d.

to
p.

+5 30 3 25 11 45 ....Holland.... 3 25 10

OTEGENGA, A.

P., Justice of the Peace and
Notary Pnblic. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office at hie residenceNew Holland,

Michigan.

4.'>

9-ly

305 10

12 15 ...West Olive...

Pbyiiclaui.

20

..

Rapids,

Mich.

6-ly

to
Allegan.

a. in. p.

m.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

From Holland
a.

m.

p.

From Allegan to

m.

Holland.

a.m. p. m.

•10 45

3 25

11

11 15

8 49

11 20

5 10

11 35

4 00

11 07

4 55

45 • 5 45

with

two

mites,

more famous

Brown’s Iron

Bitters,

and

it

never fails to

8LEELPE8SN 1GHTS. made mlaerable by that
terriblecough. Bhlloh’flCure Is the remedy for
by D. R. Meeogs.

Porous Plaster. Price 25 cents. Sold by D. K.
Mcengs.

SHILOH’S COUGH and Consumption Cure

tnan the Peabodya or the Lennoxes cr the

effect a

CROUP. WHOOPING COUGH and

Bronchitis

F. J., Physician and Accoucher. Immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh's Cure. Sold by
Office at Dr. Schouten’edrug store, Eighth D. R. Meengs.
40 ly.

^CHuUTEN,

street.

permanent cure.

you continue

If

to live in poor health, and are

determined

to die

woman. What name next to Christ commands most worship on earth? Mary.

Is

attend to “calls.”

80 could not

pay

her

rent at East Brookfield,Mass.,

and

the

A poor woman

short of a beverage. For

whom

did Christ

break up the sileuce of the grave and
rend shroud and hurl away the rock?

of

landlord removed the doors to force her

house. When she bung up
blankets for a shelter from the wind, he

out of the

pulled them

down.

She was already

ill,

and under this treatment soon died. But
her imbeciledaughter, aged 00, still re-

mained. The landlord ejected her. Then
a mob of women broke open the replaced
doors with axes, reinstated the daughter,

and hooted the owner.

To stop the bereavementsof two Bethany

sisters. To whom is the Church iu Heaven
A timely use of Brown’s Iron Bitters
Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bone Liniment admiringlycompared? To a bride. For
G., Physiciantaud Surgeon;
will strengthen the nerves and mucles with
aYI office at GraufrchnpVillage,Allegan county, is for man and beast and is a balm for
whose comfort did Christ, in* dying ex- new life and vigor, and ward off many
Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 p.
28- ly.
every wound. Sold by all druggists. cruciation,seem especially anxious? For
diseases that otherwise are sure to enPbrtcgnpbir.

WANTING, A.

M.

_

40-tr.

XX

the leading Photographer.
Gallery opposite this office.

^

^

_

P.

Any person with

a

Cough, Cold,

Bronchial Complaint

or

even

in

a woman; an old woman; a wrinkled
or any woman; the woman who had held him in

the

first her

very apt to be— his mother.

as it is

Cherry. It

Bible is woman’s enemy?

is especiallyprepared for

Is

Mr. Ingersoll right when he says that the

What

is the

Bronchial Complaints. Thousands who difference between woman’s condition in
tried it now live to tistify of its China or Central Africa and woman in

merits— give
I. 0. of 0. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndepondentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
follows Hall, Holland, Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers arecordlailyinvited.
R. A. Schoutkn, N. G.
M. Harrington, K.
. \

B.

it

an immediate trial, you will

be surprised at the result.

croach upon a weak constitution.

first friend; his last friend,

have

£ocicticji.

A

arms; his

stage of Consumption will be relieved and

REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market cured by Ellen’s Extract of Tar and Wild

6 50 4 2) 12 50 ...Ferrjrsburg...230 9 00 8 35

m.

widow

before your time, you have only
and careful attendance and in high favor,
yourself to blame.—-Cburwr.
leaning on the arm ot inspiration, is that

L>

p.

the corridor of the centuries; will strengthen the digestive organs, and
Lydia, the merchanlress of Tyrian purple, heal tbe diseased tissues of tbe stomach,
immortalized for her Christian choice; liver and bowels. Such a remedy ia

down

Girards; while brought in with slow gait

0
0

Sufferers from dyspepsiaand liver

with Dyspepsiaund Liver
Complaint? Shiloh’i Vitaliaer fa guaranteedto
cure you. Sold by D. R. Mecngs.

^CillPUORST, L. Physician and Surgeon; Consumption, Loss of Appetite,Dizzinessand
nil svmptons of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents
office at the drug store of Schoutcn A Ncbepers; is prepared at all limes, day or night, to per bottle.Sold by D. R. Meengs.

25

p.m. p. m.

with perfume in a box,

m.

05

7 $0 4 50 1 20 . .Muskegon... 2 06 8 15 8 00

woman

ket street. Office one door west of Van Kaalte’f sold by us on a guarantee. It cures consumption. For what purpose did Christ perform his
Iroot and shoe store. Office hours from 8 a. in. to Sold by D. R. Mecnga.
first miracle? To relievethe embarrassment
12 m., and from 8 p. m. to8 p.
. 60-ly
SHILOH’S VITALIZER is what you need for of a womanly house keeper at the falling

8 33 4 15 12 40 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 9 10 8 40

‘D).

THAT HACKING COUGH can be bo quickly
We guaranteeIt. Sold

cured by Shiloh’B Cure.
by D. R. Meenge.

I/- REMERS, )(., Physician and Surgeon. Kesil\. deuce on Ninth street, near the cor. of Mar-

and Eighth Street.
12

a continued and increasinguse of the

made from same.

pride and joy of every household which
CATARRH CURED, health and aweet breath
EST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
is so fortunateas to have one, an old
secured
by
Shiloh'*
Catarrh
Remedy.
Price.
50
JL> found in his office, on Klver street,next door
centa. Nasal Injectorfree. Sold by D. R. Mecnga, grandmother,grandmother Lois. The Bito D. R. Meengs,drug store, on Tuesdays,Thurs
days, and Saturdays, and the balance of the week
FOR LAME BACK, Side or Cheat nee Shiloh’s ble does not seem so very antagonisticto
he will treat the Eye and Ear at No. 132 Monroe

+9 40

Buahlrill

gilding her philanthropic needle; the

I)

1)
12

weaken the digestive organs, and compel

ing all

you. Sold

Watohsi tnd Jewelry.
6 00

lady.

WILL YOU SUFFER

0

IT IGGINS, B.

m. a.m. p. m.

Dorcas, the sunlight of eternal fame,

the

Hotirr Public*.

st., Grand

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

1 20

P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, sud
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor10th and River streets.

Y

2 00 5 15 3 35

1 50 3 10 2 30 .Benton Harbor.12 50 3 15 2 10

temporary relief, at the same time they

quick relief. It builds me

certainty

YyiLMS,
V

face, Parker’s Ginger

her exiled people;

away to save

the bills of Alabastron, pouring tbe chrism complaint do not need a cathartic, but
up and drives away pain with wonderfull
on the head of Christ, the aroma linger- should use some true medical tonic that

RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements
and Machinery,dor. River end Ninth street.

V

my

from

+1020 9 20 11 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 8 00 5 15

p. rn. a.

‘eg.

Bedford.

’

Taking Effect, Sunday Jan.

A True Bleu

3d. Jt is recommendedand used for Naomi, her husband’s m< tber; Ruth,
It would indeed be a blessing to poor
in practice by many physicians, one of Queen ol harvest Held; Ruth, the grandweak,
nervous,debilitated, suffering hu
mother
of
David
and
ancestress
of
Christ,
whom at least is well known to the people
inanity,
if druggistswould stop selling
the story of her virluesand self-sacrifice,
of New
47— ly.
the
many
vile purgative pills and ca
the finest pastoralever written; Vashti,
A Woman's Experience.
thartlc
compounds
advertised for the cure
defying the bacchanalian revelry of a
Mothers and Daughters should feel thousandsLords; and Esther, flinging her of liver complaint. Although they ’afford

Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sausages constantly on band.

Chicago & West Michigan Railway.

law by giving kindred and home and mendation.
and exile and death

facing wild beasts

females;

Meat Market,near corner

L>

all diseases,

but only for a particular class, peculiar to

Veit Karkiti.

gUtl

recommended for

It is not

VTIBBELINK,J.

England or America?

The

diflerance

Mauritius up
out,

to 1807, when fever

broke

was so healthy as to ho an Anglo-

Indian sanatorium.

Now

it is

almost as

dreaded as Sierra Leone.

Ayer’s

Pills contain

no croton oil,
compouned

calomel or mineral. They are

pun

made by the Bible. In other lands she of

vegetable extract,

which

have

hod, and positivevirtues and always cure, where
suffers indescribableindignities, and is cures are possible.
kept in private nnjm or goes forth careA Skillful Preparation
fully veiled as though it were a shame to
Composed
of roots, barks, and plants,
be a woman. The Bible is woman's
that
act
in
harmony,
and are • pleasant
emancipation,woman's eulogy, woman’s
and effectivemedicine, constituteBurdock
song, woman’s heaven. The very first
Blood Bitters, of which highly commendathing that the Bible does after entering
plows tbe field and carries the

Children have health and Mothers rest
when Dr, Winchell’s Teething Syrup is
used. It produces natural sleep, regulates
the bowels, cures dysenteryand diarrhoea

arising from teething or other causes.
F. A A. M.
REouLAROommuuicationof Unity Loduk, Sold by all druggists at 25 els. a bottle.

No. 191, K. & A.M. .will be held at Mas jnic Hall
1 00 4 15
10 53 4 15 Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, Mny
Uncle Sam’s Condition Powder pre
tory reports are being constantly received.
28, at 7 r’clock,sharp.
any country is to strike off the shackle
12 45 4 40
H. C. Matrau, W. M.
10 30 3 30
vents disease, purifies the blood, improves
Price f 1.00.
p.m. p.m.
D. L. Boyd, dee'v.
a. m. p. m.
of woman’s serfdom. Look through all
the appetite,give a smooth glossy coat,
our christiau homes and tell me if tbe
a Mixed trains.
We have the finest line of Woolen and
Mr. R. Van Kampen has got all the and keeps the animal in good condition.
t Runs dally,all other trains dally except Sun*
Bible has been woman’s damage or Damack table covers in this City. Come
necessary tools to move, raise or lower Ail druggists sell it.
day. All traius rnn by Chicago time.
benefaction.Where are your chains,
and see.
buildings at short notice. He is also pre-

O

pared to build

business JHrertonj.

new

work.

old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and
joiner's

18-ly.

Attsresyi.

Fishing rods, reels, lines, books of

rOWARD,M. D.,

Claim Agent, Attorneyand
L Notary Pqbllc: RIverstreet.

every discription and sporting goods of a

If 0BRIDK, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law, piscatory nature, at
iVI Leppig’s Block, Grand Ranids, Michigan.
DIRK R.
Business in Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Conntles
will bo promptly attended

to.

MEENGS.

. 9-ly

T) ARKS. W. H. Attorney and Councelorat Law,
corner of River and Kighth streets.

r

OoaaluloBMtrcUfit.

1>EACH W. H. Commission Merchant,

£>

and

dealer In Grain, Floor and Pro ince. High*
eat market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich.l 7

from Germany, o(

in this

issue.

A

delicious oder

52— ly. sent

is improved

inability, mental anxiety, galled your

Dcslf iln Drngennd MedP Fioresion Cologne, which is always re
clnra, Paints and Olla. Brushes. Ac. Phy*
. .
Ulan 'srescr ptiui > arelill}pump: Klghthst freshing, no mutter ho.w treely Ut>ed.

.

G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

find the

gold, bestowed

Out! Stumps!
No

digging, no backscbe, no horse-

free

rise

neck very

much. How

bad contract to clean your stump patch in a
you must have it. Does your butbnnd very short time.
from reading the woman-hating Bible

and strike you in tbe face?

Why

is it that

by mail on receipt of the price, woman, when she is troubled, goes to her
worstenemy—the Bible? Why does she

1.00 per box, or six boxes for $5.00. Ad-

dress F. J. Cheney, Toledo, O., Sole not go
by

let

power, but simply a small quantity of
German Invigorhtor,which has never been warm furs from your neck and show me our "Heroulus Powder” connected with
known to (ail in curing a single case of the yoke of your bondage. Ah! I find it about two feet of fuse and one match and
impotency,spermatorrhoea, weakness and is a carcanet of silver or a string of cor- out comes Mr. stump. Hon. M. D. Howard
all diseases resulting from self-abuse, as nelian or a cluster of pearl), that have not will back us in our assertion.We will

f

Dregs aal MsdlctiM.

your handcuffs. Oh, I

at least originate there. handcuffs are bracelets of

you by languor, lassitude, depression of spirits
and lunctional derangements of the ner*
the BurlingtonRoute. It will pay you to
read their advert htement to be found else vous system. For sale by druggists,or
where

us see

your arms and

The most recent preparation placed upon by husbandly or fatherlyor brotherly or
the market in this gantry, is the Great loverly affection.Unfasten the thick,

Special inducements are offered

Alvaye Refreshing.

1/

of the present

nervous debility,

Important to Travelers.

.

lAOKSBURG, J. O..

The most wonderful curative remedies
day, are those that come

dwellings, or repair

woman? Throw up

Agent for the United States. Send for

& Schepers, Bole
Holland. 9-ce-3m

circular. Bchouten
^fgents, for

to

lief— to

some of tbe great infidels for

re-

Spinoza’s “fithlca,”or Hume's

For particulars call
ware

firm

K.

on*

the

new

hard-

KANTERS & SONS.

A complete line of parasols,all gndet,
lust

opened, Ladies wishing

to

buy

will

do

well to inspect our stock before purchasing

Natural History of Religion,or Paine's elsewhere.
Age of Reason, or Diderut’sdramas, or

D.

BERT8CH.

Late reports from

%

follttud fiJS
HOLLAND

of

WEEKLY MEWS REVIEW,
KAJrr.

John L. Sullitan, the ohampion
pagilisU wu Bentenoed in th» Boston Mani>
cipal Court to three months in the boose of
correctionfor smalt and battery on ona
Charles A. Bobbins, He broke Bobbins’ Jaw
and otherwisebadly punished that gentleman.

A poor woman

in Boston, claiming to

man who paid £1
per acre for a tract of land in Mew York now
valued at 16,000,000, has brought suit to rebo the granddaughter of a

cover tl|p estate.

Two pasteboard

boxes, each inclosing

pound
which would be

a tia canistercontaining about half a
of powder and a glass bulb

most, also, the Premier said, make oompenslpnt the death-list from the cyclone at fifteen, tkm to the landlords for losses ensuing to them
from this policy, from the chnrch fund. In a
and tho wounded at thirty,many of whom will
vein of discouragementGladstone closed his
die.
statementwith an appeal to the oppositionto
pitiful accident, the result of support the Governmentplans, which,
somebody’s criminal carelessness, occurredon he said, to be snooessfulmost be
the result
impartial action....
a railroad near Cedar town, Ga. A trainload of
Darwin's mortal remains were interred in West100 convicts was on its way to a wood station minster Abbey. The coffin was covered with
where they were to be sot to work, all the pris- wreaths of flowers. The pall-bearers were :
oners being fastened together with a long Mr. Lowell, the Duke of Argyll Lord Derby,
chain. Some of them got off the cars when the Prof. Huxley, Sir Joseph Hooker, Sir John Lubtrain stopped, but it started suddenly and book. Alfred Russell Wallace aud Wm. Spotiswithoutwarning,and the unfortunatewretches woode — Bradlaughhasbrought suit against
were dragged helplesslyalong the ground, the AMUstaut Sergeant- at -Arms for ejecting him
many of them sustaining injuries that will from the lobby of the House of Commons .....
prove fatal
Msny shops and houses belongingto the Jews
A white convict, near Minden, La., were horned at Kamanotz, Russia ; damage,
500,000 roubles.... Dr. Treibor,who attended
who had escaped and been recaptured, was Byron in his last illness, and has never since
punished with a cat-o’-uine-tails, leaving his quitted Athens, is dead.
back tom and lacerated beyond description.A
The marriage of Prince Leopold to
negro convict, a party to the white man's esPrincess Helen of Waldock took place at
cape, knowing that he would receive the same
punishment, and being overcome by the George's Chapel, Windsor, on the 27th of
sight of the terrible whipping he saw April Windsor was gayly decorated with
administered,cut his throat with a razor, flags and bunting in honor of the event The
killinghimself to avoid the torture.... shops were closed and the town crowded with
At Uvalde, Texas, as the result of a dispute visitors. Saluteswere fired daring the day.
about the pre-emption of an 60-acretract,* The war ships at Portsmouthand other places
John Mitchell was tied to a tree and whipped were dfecorated with flags. The Archbishop of
nearly to death, while his two sons were shot Canterbury was the chief officiatingclergyman.
dead in his presence bv two neighbors..... ....Handbillsare being circulatedin Russia
William and Bradford Courts, brothers, were calling upon the Jews to join the Nihilists.
hanged bv a mob at Brookville, Ky., for the
Speculations in rum caused the colmurder of James Smith.
lapse of the London firm of Ruck, Fenwick A
Three of the men who robbed the Ruck, with liabilities of £300,000.
Texas and Pacific train at Banger station,
Albert Young, a railway employe at
Texas, have been captured.The robbers were
Doncaster, England, has been arrested for
tracked by bloodhoundsinto a canyon near
threatening the life of Queen Victoria ____ NiBlazoo river. A hot fight ensued, in winch one
of the robbers was killed,when his two com- hilist mines have been discovered under the
panions surrendered. Four more of the rob- Moscow railroad and beneath the imperial
pavilion at the Moeoow exhibitionbuilding ....
bers are at large, with rangers in pursuit....
Three negro incendiaries were legally executed A man named Koboseff Bogdonowitschreat Greenville, 8. C.
.The steamer Marion ex- cently submitted to tho authorities of Mosploded her boiler near Kingsville, 8. 0. There cow a plan for tho illumination of the Kremlin
was a picnic party on board, of whom five were with the electric lights. Inquirieswore instituted,and it was discoveredthat the intenlost and four seriously injured.
tion was to blow up the whole Kremlin during
Fuller details of the steamboat ex- the festivitiesattendingthe coronation of the
Czar — Ail the leading London papers pahplosion in the Wateree river,in South Carolina,

A

CITY. MICHIGAN.

THB

Government must do it The Government
Montioello, Miss,,

broken by the opening of the boxes, precipitating into the powder an explosivecompound,
wt-r« mailed in New York, one addressed to
William H. Vanderbiltand the other to Cyrus
W. Field. In their transportation in a mail
bag over the Elevated railway one of the infernal contrivancesexploded, scorching some of
the other contents of the beg, but injuring no
one. Investigationdisclosed the other box,
which, having been soaked in water six hours, was
opened by Postmaster Pearson. There is no
clew to the perpetrators of the outrage.
similarmachine was left at the residenceof
John A. Davenport, sod addressedto Superintendentof Police Walling.... The will of Mias
Sarah Barr, of Mew York, which bequeaths
nearly 13,000,000 to charitable institutions,is to
be contested by ten second cousins, on the
ground that she was not competent to make a
will.... A bnef service over the remains of
Ralph Waldo Emerson was performed by Rev.
Dr. Furness, of Philadelphia, in ths
parlor of the residence, when members of ths
place the number of killed and fatally injured
family bore the body to ths hearse. At ths
at eleven. The saddestfeature of the accident
village church E. Bock wood Hoar delivered s
touching address and Bronson Aloott trem- was the absolute exterminationof a whole
family, the Misses Henry, four sisters, whs
wore among the most loved and popular young
ladies in Bichlkndcounty.
Holmes. A cousin of the deceased preached
GENERAL*
the final sermon, and the cortege made its way
The family and body qf Minister
to an open grave in Sleepy Hollow beside that
of Hawthorne.
Hurlbut arrived at New York from Aspmwall
.

THE WEST.
Mbs. Henrietta Saltzman

on the 25th of April George H. Hurlbut states

has

brought suit against the State of Missouri, with
Gov. Crittenden, for damages

to

her bouse, the

one occupied by the late Jesee James. She
daims that her house was worth 13,000 prior
to the killing of the outlaw* but has suffered a
loss by relic- hunters,and, as the killingwas
the work of the State's agents, she wants the
State to pay.... William . Stull,
farm
laborer near Georgetown, Ohio, killed Mrs.
Calvin Summers with
revolver. The
Sheriff of Columbianacounty and a
posse of deputies followed him into the woods
near Mew Franklin, where he shot himself dead.
....A forestry congresswas in session* at Cincinnati last week. George B. Loring, Commis-

a

a

sioner of Agriculture, presided.

At the Si Lawrence Hotel, in Chicago, a drug clerk named

.

Andrew Moffat, 22

Mrs. Clara Stanton In ths
mouth, and then put a bullet behind his own
years of age, shot

that his father was personallyinstructedby
President Garfield to bring about an early

peace between Chili and
I Peru, and accepted
thee mission for that purpose, believing that in
six months the work could be accomplished.

Senator Ben Hill’s family despair
of his permanent

improvement

It is

reported

that his physician has told him that

the best
that he can live for six

can promise is
months. Tho Senator has gone
he

to the Springs
in Arkansas in hopes of finding relief, taking
a surgeon with him.

The Grand Trunk road and
Western

of

the Great

Canada have been consolidated.

.

.

scheme is proposed by Rochesterparties to
nse Niagara Falls as a generator of electricity
to light Chicago and New York.

Mr. Perry Belmont, who

cross-ex-

age. He
is a sou of August Belmont, aud, as his mother
right ear. Neither will die. The lady is 41
years old, and the case is one of unrequited is a daughter of CommodorePerry, of Lake
Erie fame, he may be said to come of fighting
love.
stock. He graduated from Harvard in 1872,
At Lake City, CoL , 100 masked men and was admitted to the bar in New York in
overpowered the guard, took from the jaU and 1876. He never held ofiice before. He is
hanged George Betts and Jim Brown, who known as & hard worker,a dose studentand
a fordble writer. He represents the First Now
shot and trilledSheriff Campbell,while at- York district in the House.
tempting to arrest them. Both men died game,
The report from London of the conBetts asking some men for a chew of tobacco
just before the rope was placed around his
solidation of the Grand Trunk and Groat Westamined Mr. Blaine,

is

but 30 years of

. .At Fayette, Mo., a decree of divorce
ern railway systems is confirmedin the diswas granted to John B. Clark, Jr., member of
patches this morning. A good deal of oppoCongress,for incompatibility of temper.
sition to the establishmentof this huge monA tramp from Boston, named Frank opoly in the carrying trade of Canada is manMcManus, 26 years old. horribly mutilated a ifested by our cousins over tho way, and the
opinion is expressed that Parliament aud the
little 4-year-old giri at Minneapolis. " Ho was
Dominion Government will not permit,the conarrested and placed in jail. At midnight a
summation of the proposed amalgamation. .
party of masked men appeared at the jail. The
The annual report of the Lake Shore aud
Sheriff was made a prisoner by the mob, but
Michigan Southern railroad,just issued, shows
refused to divulge the whereabouts of McMaa defidencyof $412,000.
nus. The mob then made a thorough search
It looks as if the great Falls of Niagof the jail, breaking open every cell on the
first floor without finding the prisoner. They
ara were to be harnessedand turned to useful
then ascended to the floor above and repeated
the ceremony of the breakingopen of account. A company of enterprising Eastern
all the cell doors until McManus was capitalists Lave purchasedthe twelve acres
found. The latter wss taken to the house of known as Prospect Park, adjacent to the falls,
his victim, whore ho was fully identified. which substantially gives the purchaser the
Without further ceremonv the mob took hjtn to control of tho water power of the entire American falls, estimatedat 2,000.000 horse power, a
a large tree in front of the high-school buildforce equal to that of 12,000,000men. The
ing and hanged him from a limb ..... An untiChineae Convention in San Francisco adopted control of this prodigious power having been
a plan of action,which includes a scheme to obtained, it is proposed to erect immense builddivide the Pacific coast into districts, which ings and ponderous machinery upon the brink
of ths falls, where the water can be easily
shall be notified to reuiove the Chinese within a
“to be returned after use.” After
specified time. Failiug iu such actiou, the
the electricityby this unlimitedhydistrict to
proclaimed dangerous,
orce, it is to be conducted
peaceably disposed citizens warned to
abandon it and if the Chinese are through properly insulated cases to sixtyfive of tno prominent American cities and
still harbored ih the district the league to remove them by force, using as little force as is towns for illuminating purposes, and also to be
used for operating machinery and ultimately
necessary, nntil the country is rid of them....
Nebraska prospects for crops, business and for heatingpurposes. Altogetherthere will be
10,000 miles of copper cables with machinery
emigrationare exceedinglyfavorable. “ Mer. Valentine Mancoro, a famous
chants are hopeiul” and “ farmers are greatly to correspond.
brigand chieftain, was enticed into Colay a, Mexencouraged.”
ico. and Kurronuded by soldiers.He fought
A nkgbo named Frank Fisher brutally bravely aud fell dead, pierced with twenty-six
outraged a young girl, for which ho was bullets. ____ The Mexican authorities report that
557 kilometers of railway have been constructed
arrested and jailed at Gabon, Ohio. Tho locoby the Central Company, 268 by the National,
motives whistled and the fire-bellsrang, when
aud 63 by tho Tehuantepec.
over two thousand people rushed to tno jail
and broke it open. The negroes joined in tho
POLITICAL.
mob, and one ot them broke opwu Dio cell.
The
Republicans
of Tennessee renomFisher was dragged out aud taken to the bedside of his victim, Barbara Ileitig, who recog- inated Gov. Hawkins by acclamation. The
nized him. A crowd of four thonsaud then
platformfavors the acceptanceof the propositook him to the scene of the crime, gave him
tion made by tho bondholdersto scale the State
time to pray, and hanged him. He declared
debt to 60 per cent., and declares that Presihis innocenceto the last
dent Arthur has proved himself an able and
It is not often that new wheat comes progressive statesman.

neck.

.

.

.

.

be

.

into market in April, but it has this year.

A

consignmentof new wheat from John.
son county, Arkansas,reached8t Louis on tho
29th ult, aud sold at the noon call at $4.50 per
bushel, the highest price overpaid thorn....
Three cattle-thieves were killed nesr Grand
Junction,Uto Bsservatiou, by Sheriff Bowman,
of Gunmaon county, Deputy Sheriff J. J.
Brink, of Utah, and a large j>0(*ee. Next day
tho Sheriff’sposse came suddenly upon another

At

a State

.

Convention of Republicans

held at Macon, Ga., resolutionswere adopted
tendering the support and indorsement of the
Republican party of Georgia to the Independent party.

Washington.

Steward Crump, of the White House,
who broke down in attending President GarDuring the engagement field, has resigned. He was presented with a

gang of thieves.
Bowman and Brink were both

gold-headedoane, aud will soon

lulled.

Mrs. Mason has

dispatch from Dallas, Texas, says

that one of the Texas and Padfio train robbers was captured and mortally

ends in

Liverpool.

the south.
A

visit fri

wounded.

He

left

Washington for

The total sabscriptiqns
and the baby" amount to abont

her homo in Virginia.
for "Betty

13,000. There

is

no posnibilitythat Mason will

tl

.

to

The House adopted a resolutionthat the
Secretary of War furnish informationas tathe

Pato-Kite

number of United Slates soldiers In Arizona,
aud whether legislation is necessare to gnard
life and properly from destructionby Indians.
In the Mhsissippi contested-electioncase,
Messrs. Hooker aud Tucker supported tn»
claims of Mr. Chalmers, while Mr. Robeson
argued against the decisionof the Supreme
Court of MwswMppi. Mr. Calkins demanded
the previous question, bat no vote was taken.

In the

A SAFE AND SURE

REMEDY FOR
Rbeinnatism,
Neuralgia,

Mississippi contested -election case,

Mr. Calkins dooed the debate in the House by

Cramps,

ult The
vote on the minority resolution to sea1
Chalmers stood 104 to 125. On the resolution
a speech of two hours, on the 29th

Ctiolara,

to seat Lynch, tho colored oontestent, the vote

stood 125 to 83. The fortunate man was
escorted to the bar by Mr. Calkins and sworn
in by the Speaker.A conferencereport on the

Diarrhoea,
Dysentery.

Fostotfioe Appropriationbill was agreed to. Mr.
Pago moved concurrenoein tho Senate amendments to the ante Chinese bill, but Mr. Hooker
objected. A resolutionwas adopted for sending a sub-committee to New York to take testimony in tho Peruvian investigationThe
Senate was not in session.

AND

Mr. Edmnuds, from the Judiciary Committee,
reported to the Senate, on the 1st inst, that

no

Bruises,

additional legislationis necessary to

suppress lawlessnessin the Territories ; that
the Presidentcan warn the thieving gang in
Arizona to disperse, and then use the army to
restore order. Mr. Pendleton called attention
to thoj necessity,of conferring criminal jurisdiction upon our Minis tors and Consuls, to
prevent outrages on American citizensin
the far East An appropriationof $350,000 was recommendedto purchase the
Benjamin Franklin collection in London. Mr.
Allison introduceda bill to provide for tho construction of the Illinois and Mississippiriver
canal On the bill to repeal the discrimination
against cx-Confederatesin the army, a motion
to refer the measure to the Judiciary Committee was carried. David Davis made an elaborate argument in favor of establishing a Court
of Appeals. In the House, bills were
his sweetness and dignity of character. introducedfor the appointment of
Adequate recognitions of his intellectualposi- a special coramissiouto promote comtion ana influence as a teacher are given.... mercial intercourse with South America ; for
At Frankfort, Ireland,several persons were a board of three array engineers to determine
the bout routes for ship canals between the
fearfully beaten on suspicion that they had paid
rents. The police made thirty arrests and lakes and the Mitwissippi,and from the Atlantic
cleared the streets at the point of the bayonet. to the Gulf of Mexico, across Florida ; aud to
.. ..Harcourt,
the Home riecretary,anuouuces transfer the Indian Bureau to the War Departthat Dr. Lars son, before his execution, con- ment. It was agreed that on May 9 the bill to
fessed his guilt to the chaplainand acknowl- extend the chartersof national banks should
edged the justice of his sentence.
resolution that the President bo requested to
secure from China the abrogationof all
DOINGS or CONGRESS.
treaties which permit the emigration of
A joint resolution was adopted by the Senate, Chinese, except for travel, educationor
commerce, but the House refused to suspend
April 25, granting the use of tents for the
the rules. A bill was passed for two judicial
soldiers’ reunion at Belle Plaine,Iowa. Mr. districts in Iowa. The House refused to take
Voorhees offered a resolution of inquiry up a bill to tax Americanwines 10 cents per
whether legislationis necessary to secure an bottle. Bills were passed for pablic buildings
impartial determinationof cases triable in the at Detroit, Peoria, Galveston,Denver, Council
Federal courts, more particularly in the South. Bluffs, Lynchburg, Va., Jackson, Tenn., and
A bill was passed to permit the grinding of Groeusboro,N. C., at a total cost of $1,350,000.
gram brought over by Canadian farmers.
River Improvement bill, giving
15,000,000 for the Mississippi and
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
000,000 for the Missouri, was passed
without objection. The Anti-Chinesebill then
Polk Wells, the train-robber, aided
came up. The fourteenth section, prohibiting
by convicts named Cork and Fitzgerald, escaped
the naturalization of Celestials,was retained
by a vote of 32 to 26. Tho fifteenth section, from the Iowa penitentiary early on the mornrelating to skilled laborers, was stricken out
The President sent to the Senate the following

turns

AND
Scalds,

:

inst

ing of the 1st

Toothache

AND
Headache.

HUE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

FOR

Above

MRS.

is

an exact portrait of

SARAH

VAN BUREN,

J.

DISCOVERER OF

LADIES’TONIC
A

preparation which is unequalcd for
Purifying the Blood and Toning

Up the Female System.

All three were in the hos-

Ladies’ Tonic ii prepared by Mti. Van Buren,
at 10a Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y., and ha* been
used successfully by ladies for year*. It is a sure
cure (or *11 Female Complaints,Low Fever,Ague,
Scrofula, Sick Headache,and ait weaknesses
caused by those irrcgularipes
which are so common to womankind. This is no Patent Medicine.
but is prepared by Mrs. Van BuMn; after yean of
experience, and recommended by her, as she
know* it will give new life to any broken-down,
worn-out or over-worked member of her sex.

pital They overpowered and chloroformed
nominations : John C. Montgomery,Surveyor John Elder, the guard, and broke through the
of Customs at Denver, CoL; Benjamin J. iron roof, whence they went over the prison
Morey, of Louisiana,AssistantAppraiser of wall. Elder soon died from the effectsof the
the Districtof New Orleans ; Andrew J. Chap- chloroform.
man, Collector of Internal Revenno for
Henry M. Stanley, in a letter to Edthe Ninth district of Pennsylvania ; John
ward
King, at Paris, reports satisfactory
8. Wise, Attorney of the ’United States
for tho Eastern district of Virginia ; progress of his work in the Congo valley. At
Wive* and Mothers need something to assist
Rutlege P. Hughes, Marshal of the United the date of his letter he was laying ont a road
nature in holding her own under the constant
Statee for the Eastern districtof Virginia.The around tbe fails of the Congo, so m to open
strain which is constantly dragging them down.
House passed a bill authorizing the Sioux City free communicationbetween the upper river
Mrs. Van Buren answers all letters /ret. Send
aud Pacific road to bridge the Missouririver. and the lower. Stanley’smission is to open
lor Circulars.
A resolution was adopted inqoinng about the certain districtsin Africa to commerce, and
For sale by Druggists. Price,$1.00 per bottle.
monetary conference lip Pans. The Judi- developments are not to bo expected until the
ciary Committeewere instructedto look into
A TVIrFT?TY-Ar»nUto,«ll
the only autbo*
companiesin whose employ he is are ready for
the validityof the Speaker's action In removpubuoity ____ Hanlan rowed a match with Trick- ^ ’ ials X JCiJL/ ized picture of tbe Gn rfle 4
Fnmlly—
published
under
tbe
direction
of Mrs. Garing Mr. Devine, an official steno- ett on the Thames for £1,000, and beat him by field. Samples /r«« to AvenU thst work.
Exclusive
grapher. A communicationfrom the Third ninety-oneseconds.
Territorygiven. J. H. RUFFOKH'M ROlka, Ait
Auditor announced that $234,000 was due
Publishers, 2W1 and S96 Broadway. New York.

W

1

the

State

of

Missouri

for

payments

to her m.htia during the war. When the contested-electioncase of Lynch versus Chalmers
came op, the House refused to considerit, by
121 to 99. Mr. Robinson called op his resolutions in regard to the imprisonment of American citizens abroad,and addressed the House.
Mr. Cox offered a substitute, which was adopted, calling on the Presidentfor additional informationand urging the continuance of efforts for tho prompt release or tnal of American suspects in Ireland.

The attention of the Senate,

at its

session on

the 26th of April, was directedalmost wholly

The

profits

of Peter McGooch’e

wheat corner, says jhe Chicago Inter Ocean,

FRAZER

bo $1,000,000.Several years ago
McGeoch left the Board of Trade fcitbont a
are said to

dolitr in the world, with nothingbut the clothes

upon his back, but as he bid "the boys”
good-by he remarked: "Gentlemen, I’ll be
oven with you yet," and there are many who
will testifythat he has kept his word ____ At a
recent council of Yankton Indians, it was

AXLE GREASE.

resolved to sell to the Government, for the use
of Sitting Bull and his forty lodges, a tract of
6,400 acres near Fort Randall

Employment for Ladles.

to the Chinese bill Speeches were made by

Messrs.Hawley, Edmunds and Slater. A bill
was passed for a public building at Fort
Wayne. The Senate in executive session confirmed Judge Taft as Minister to Austria, Wm.
L. Dayton as Minister to the Netherlands, and George B. Armstrong as RegInUr of the Land Office at Hnron, Dak.
In the House the contested-election
case of
Lynch versus Chalmers was called up, and its
consideration was ordered by 155 to 99. Tho
reading of the report consumed ninety
minutes,and at its conclusion Mr. Pettibone, of Tennessee,took the floor in
support of the case of the contestant Lynch.
Mr. Atherton,of Ohio, made a long argument
iu favor of the minorityreport, declaring Chalmers entitled to the seat Mr. Moore, of Tennessee, iu advocating the seating of Lvnoti,
protested against the shilly-shally milk-sop
policy of the managers of the Republicanparty
in the House, if it had any managers. He insisted on a vigorous policy in regard to the
contested-election cases.

The President sent a message to Congress on

THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Bvkvxs ...........................
$ 9 00 015 25
Hoos ...................
.......... fl 75 » 7 76
Cotton ............................
12^
Fm>cb— Snperflne.................4 U0 0 5 10
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............1 35 0 1 36
No. 2 Red .................
1 46 0 1 48
Cobn— Ungraded .................. 78
83
Oath-MI xed Western .............67
63
Poke- Mew .......................
17 60 018 25
Labd ..............................
..

12^0
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-

9mm
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n*0 n*

CHICAGO.
BEKYM-CholceGraded

Steer*

00 «

..... 7

7 85

ma, should use

Cows and Heifer*. ........3 75 0 5 25
Medium to Fair ..........6
G 90
Hot.h

...............................
6 0J

0

7

65

Floub— Fancy White Winter Ex... 6 75 (4 7 00
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 50 0 7 00
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 38 0 1 89,

la 0

No. 3 Spring .............. 1

1 20
71
52
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10
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25

0
0
0
0
0
0
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Cobn— No. 2.. ..................... 70
Oath-No. 2. ......................
51
Rye— No. 2. ........................ 84
Rablky— No. 2. ........ ...........1 oo 0 1
BoTTKH-Choioe Creamery ......... 27
Ecioh— Fresh ....................... 14
Pobe -Men ......................18 00 «18
.

n

ii*

PWs

Oort for

Consumption, It haa eared
Iheuaauds. It haa not injur
ed ona- It la not bad to taka-

50

Wheat— No.

In the Senate Mr.

Sherman introduced a

I

, ra-n-M

.

I-'

SUM

P

TION.

QHICAGO PITTS!

MILWAUKEE.

of Arizona, and suggestingthe use of the military as posse oomi talus.

The Queen City Suspender Company of Ctadnnati arenowmanufacturing and introducing
thair aew Meektag •eyportert for Udhttai
CUMrw, and their uneoualed lUrt Ba^eaAen
for Ladta, and want reliable lady agents to tea
them to every household.Our agents every- i
mectwfth ready succenandmake hind- 7
‘i* ?
___ salaries.Write at once- for terms sad
cure exclusiveterritory.Address
City •mpMder C^,<1eria«aU,
Okie.
Leadltur Fhniciaaarecommend these Supporters.

0
0

the 27th ult, relative to the lawless condition Labd ..............................

bill repealing the law
which forces the coinage of 2,000,000 standard dollars per month, and directing the manufseture of silverdollarswhen the Secretary
of the Treasure deems it nooessary for public
convenience.A motion to take up the bill to
punish the unlawful certification
of bank checks
w as lost by a tie vote. On a measure to repeal
the sectieu of tho statutes prohibitingConfederates from holdingpositions in the army there
occurredLie most bitter partisan debate of the
session. Mr. Edrannjs led tho opposition, and
Messrs. Vest, Garland, Maxey sad Hampton
took a bund in favor of the proposition.The
customary wrangle took place on the Chinese
bill, withoutaction. The conferencereport on
the Post office Appropriation bill was adopted,
the Rem for fast mafia for the principal cities being made tfiOO.OOO.In the House
Mr. Townsheud submitted a conferencereport
favoringthe pension feature in the bill to promote tho efficiencyof the life-saving service.
VNhen the Mississippi contested-election
case
came up, Lynch, the colored claimant, made a
speech in defenseof his claim, and Chalmers
presented his side of the case. Mr. Randall
offered resolutions calling on the Comptroller
of the Currency for his oorrespoudenee with the
Second National Bank of Cincinnati as to its

be released before the fall term of court...
a respectableold farmer li’
near the scene of the robbery,
The Hallett Kdboorno verdict of 1100,000has
was shot 4n a fight with Texas rangers. been set aside oil the ground of excessive damHis father informed the rangers of ages.
the whereabouts of his wayward sou, requestFOREIGN.
ing his arrest,stating he would prefer to
have bim tho inmate of a penitentiary to being
In the British House of Commons, on
*a member of a gang of robbers. A second attempt wm made to wreck and rob a train near the 26th of April, great auezementwas created reorganization.
by a formal statementon Irish affairs, made by
tile rcoue of tho first raid. The bandits reWhen the anti-Chinesebill came up in the
moved two rails from tho track on a high Mr. Gladstone. He announced that he would
Senate
on the 28th ult, a motion to strike ont
trest le. The engineer discoveredthe absence soon introduce a bill respectingarrears of rent
the section in regard to skilled and unskilled
of the rails iu time to save his train from being in Ireland, making them a gift and not a loan
hurled Into the canyou abyss below.
laborers was lost by 20 to 25. After the rejeoto the tenant He said this was necessary; the
is the son of

as

PERRY DAVIS'

The

.

A

tion of several amendments, um bin wa« .
by 32 to 15. The House bill to fix the time for
holding elections iu West Virginia was passed.
Mr. Conger reported a bill repealing the
tonnage- tax on vessels trading with Canada,
also
reduce the hospitaltax to 40 oeuts per mouth on each sailor.
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Detroit Pont ami Tribune.)

has

sustained

io

costly

product reached

the other States mentioned, so that the
comparison is a fair one so far as most

from 1,965,952sheep.
The compilations from the Super
visors’ returns in the office of the Secretary of State show that in May, 1881,
Michigan contained this live stock of the
age of six months and upward: Horses,
305,591; milch cows, 311,300; cattle
other than milch cows, 322,231 ; hogs,

424,795. ‘

and every country in Europe. A
The sales of apples reported in 1880,
large edition of a German ' transwere
4,834,936 bushels; of peaches,
lation and condensationof it has
’

a

A colt belonging to John Stout, of
Convis, was badly gashed about the
throat, a few days ago, and rendered
worthless, by running against a barbedwire fence.

The Romeo

firemen have decided to

The first edition of the Commissioner’s
pamphlet having been exhausted,a

.\umuer a»d rtr
Cent, of Obterv-

er» by Whom
000 copies, including
/bvov* in Order of OreaU.it Each LHjteaxc Wa»
much new matter, has just been issued.
.4 rea of Preralenre.
Reported.
It containst w.-nty-two more pages than
Sumber .\Per Cent
the first edition, and several new cuts,
second edition of

20,

beside a thorough

revision
ject matter in general.

of the sub-

From

the statistics gathered it appears
that “ in the order of production Michigan stands first among the States in the

Neuralgia.................
v ilroucbitU
..... ...........
1

1

ttjlntonuilteut fever ..........
4 iOioiiiimtiMin.................
4|Coijauiii[)tion of luuga ........

..................
...................
HjUeiu'ttentfever ..............
il

hictiuiouia

7|lu0auliaa

growth and manufacture of lumlier, first
in salt, first in copper1, first in charcoal
HijDiarrhca....................
.
pig iron, (v*rlainlv second if not first in II Kryulpela* ...................
iron ore, first in fresh-waterfisheries, I Pij.hthona ..................
Ki Typlio-uialarial
fever .........
urth in wheat and fourth in wool. It 14 uriel lever .................
as the largest iron mine and largest IfliWlioojiliig-cough .............
aper mine in the world. Seven-tenths UJ DyH.-uU.-ry...................
17 (Vrebro-Hpiuul meningitis...
all the wheat raised in the country is
Cholera morbua ..............
typhoid fever (enteric) ......
wn in nine States, and only three* oxMeasles ........... .........
Michigan in the volume of this crop,
Inflammation of bruin .......
the last census year it produced more
Membranous croup ...........
InflauminUou of bowels ......
lieat to the acre than any State in the
Mumps .....................
nion except Colorado,* whose total 2-'>jSiiiall-pox ....................
26 Puerperal fever ..............
’‘Id was less than 1.500,000 bushels.”
27] ’iiflnmmalinnof kidney .....
T?he number of farms in 1881 was
19,769, containing 11,077,165acres, of
Beside those tabulated above, the folhich 6,374,385 were improved. The lowing-named diseases were reported
umber cut last year was 3,919,500,000 each by one regular observer : Cholera
eet, the salt product 2,750,299barrels,
infantum, nervous cardialgia, chickene copper product 28,000 tons, valued
pox, dyspepsia, pharyngitis, gastritis,
$1.0)0,1)00, and the iron product chorea.
,321,315 tons, valued at $18,835,000.
For the week ending April 22, 1882,
From the United States forestry bnl- the reports indicate that diarrhea, erysitin is taken the following estimate of
pelas, neuralgia,oerebro-spinalmenine amount of standing timber in the
gitis, bronchitis, typhoid fever and scar-

will be present

tate

.

:

let fever increased in area of prevalence.
There was no marked decrease
Ffcf,
Board Mean. of any disease reported.
n streams flowing into Saginawbay.. 7,000,000,000
At the State Capitol, the prevailing
atroanisflowing Into Lake Huron.. 8,4)00, 000, 0W
winds were west ; the average temperastreams flawing into Lake Michigan
ower Peninsula)..... ............. 14,000,000,000 tare, average absolute humidity ana the
-mi nee Hirer valley..
......... 1,800,000,000
loraft, Chippewa, Mackinac
~ average night ozone were greater, the
It* counties.
....................
2,400,000,000 leverageday ozone was the same, and
inder of the Upper Peninsula.... 2,000,000,000,
the average relative humidity was less,
Total ..............................
35,000.000,000 during week ending April 22, than durHSBDWOOD.
ing the preceding week.
Location.
Cordi.
Including reports by regular obwer Peninsula...........
........... 575,500,000
Peninsula .....
..... r-- 1^,600,000 servers and by others, diphtheria was
reported present daring the week endTotal .....
....... ............. ...700,000,000
ing April 22, and since, at 15 places,
Between the opening of the first mine scarlet fever at 10 places, measles at 9
d the clos^ of 1881 the Lake Superkfr
places and small-pox at 4 places, as folper districts produced 330,000 tons lows : At Manistee, Flint and at Derefined copper, representingrvalue troit, April 22; at Plainwell, Allegan
market of not less than $150,000,000. county (3 new cases), April 24, 1882.
e Engineeringand Minina /oM^uri,
Henry B. Baker, Secretary.
’ ted at Npw Yotk, gives the amount
LiNsrao, April 28, 1882.
in dividends in 1881 by
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A double bed

of fine white gypsum
has been discovered at West Moran bay.

Ogemaw county, is to
saw and shingle-mill, and a gristmill is to be built next year.
Chubchill,

have

a

Kalamo township, Eaton county, has
same nlau for Supervisor

fleeted ‘ the

every term

for over forty years.

•

»nrt

mim*....,.

,

i

Miss Jennie Gilchrist, the young
woman at Stanwbod who shot herself
some time njgo, is nearly well again.

Henry Mortran, a painter of East
TflUl .........

he wheat

................... 115,034,776 Saginaw, was foolish enough, to souffle
crop of the jptate ih 1879 on a scaffolding and, fell off, breaking his
{

the argest atAwgie yield pet
of any distinctively wbeat-producL. F. Mumpord, of Kalamazoo, has
State or Territory. Out of a naset out on his farm in Bloomingdale,
productiof460,000,000of bushels,
this spring, 1,000 peach trees and 500
.000,000 were grown’ in fourteen
pear trees.
, and their acreage and total and
The editor of the Romeo Democrat
“e yield ire shown in these figures :
was
elected constableon the Republican
flvehel*
ticket and Justice of the Peace on the
I*r
If Acre*. Product acre. Democratic ticket.
bited

..1,822,749 36,532,543
2,619.695 47,234,853
............... 9,550,134 46,014,869
............... 3,218,542 11,110,502
ornU ............1,832,429 29,017,707
______ __

...............

York .............736,611 11,587.766
....... 1,445,384 19,462,406
n ............ 1,948,160 94,884,689

19.9

At Midland, a -team ran away and one
of the horses ran against a plow handle
so forcibly as to force it into his chest
so that he fell dead.

A youno lawyer of

Detroit, named

a

26) from

wu

the

wu

my

wu

whites hud been killed aud one wounded.
btanislauHMestas, aged 9 years, who escaped
the massacre at Stevens’ sheep-camp, tells the
followingstory of that ghastly affair : " Before
daylight the Indians attacked the camp while
wo were all asleep. My father and five other
men attempted to get their guns, but too late.
Too Indians rushed In from all sides and overpowered them before a shot could be fired.
The work of slaughter then begin. An InThe event in the Foreign AffairsCommittee dun put the muzzle of bis gun against the
oiAhe 27th ult was a vory exciting scene be- head of one man aud fired, blowing
his brains against tbo floor and wall
tween Mr. Blaine and CongressmanBelmont,
witness, which was suddenly brought to a climax by Blaine's remarking, with some emphasis : "I hope. Mr. Belmont, you will be a gontlemau. I shall be one, and shall treat you as
such. I am not in a Police Court to be badgered. I must answer my questions In my own
way, and you must not undertake to correct
me." Belmont disclaimed any lack of courtesy
or desire to badger.

I saw them kill my mother and two little
New York, who had been most active in ex- brothers by beating their brains out with
amimng the witness. Shortly after the open- stones. They killed five. They tied mv
ing of proceedingsMr. Blaine grew excited and father and tortured him most dreadfully. He
said : " Mr. Belmont exhausted two hours of begged them to spare him, but they only torthe time of the committee yesterday, lo travel- mented him the more. When they tired of
ing w a circle. He repeatedbis questionssix torturing him, one of them split his skull with
or eight or ten times over. Of course be b&u an ax. An Indian squaw, wife of one of the
the right, hut it is all based on the fact that four friendly Apache sheep-herders, who
he made iwo misquotations—absolute, pal- worked with us, saved my life by holding me
pable mil- quotations, and this course behind her and begging them to spare me.
of bis is to establish his juslificatiou When all the Mexicans were dead except mi
of

the Indiansleft."
Intelligence from Arizona, conveyed through
a

Tucson telegramof April 27,

is

to the effect

that CoL Forsyth'scommand encountered a

driver, and, after enduring great suffer- heard upon, but iteratiou and reiteration of the
ing, has had her arm amputated above same questionsiu order to vindicate Belmont
for having made the blunder to misquote mo
the elbow.
in two particularsis a littletoo emaustiug.
At Big Rapids Sumner Wheeler was
He has made two palpable misquotations,aud
trying to rap some sand out of a re- has made no explanationof them, when, as a
volver when he suddenly caught a bullet gentleman, as I understandhim to be, he
in the palm of his hand, buned among ought to state fraukly that he did it."
Mr. Blaine, wno had been standing and
the bones, He is a sadder and a wiser
•peaking with a good deal of excitement,hero
man now.
took his seat, and Belmont jumped from his
A Saginaw horse has been relieved of ctiair and said : “ Ol course Ihaiuo’s object is
a fractured rib, which was entirely re- plain enough— that is to avoid the direct

moved by

the doctor, an operationsaid
to have never been successfully accom-

plished before.

The animal is

doing

nicely.

Viola Van Voorhees, aged 8, has
)een sentenced from Bay City to the
State School at Coldwater. She is a
kleptomaniac,and it is said to be imxissible to prevent her stealing and
liding anything and everything she is
eft alone with.

While the family were absent, burglars emered the house of J. M. Edwards, on South street* and stole a gold
watch and other articles of jewelry.
Calamazoo is infested with a gang of
thieves, who badly let a week go by
without breaking into stores or residences.

At Muskegon, Andrew
grocer, S.

H.

W’ierengo,

M.

Clink, lawyer, and C.

5ing, Deputy Sheriff, were arrested and
held to bail in the sum of $800 each,

charged with selling some goodi under
an attachment contrary to law. Lots of
aw will be invoked in the fight which
is thus started.

James Burley and two sons were
drowned in Caskey lake about three
miles from Howard City. Their bodies
were found next day, the father’s near

band of the hostileenear old Camp Rucker and
killed six of them. Four of the men were
wounded and one killed in the skirmish,after
which the ludians scattered.The Mexican
Gen. Fuero was marching north from Janos
to attack tho Indiansgoing into the Cbiracabua mountains,a fight oocurrod between
Mexican soldiers and Indiana near the frontier in whicli nine of the latter were
slaughtered. Tho American mining camp at
Bachuachl, in Sonora, wu raided, and all
valuables carried away. At a largo meeting in
Tucson, roKolutions were adopted to inform
issue."
the President and Congress that nearly 100
Biaine (rising and strikingthe table angrily pioneers had been murdered by Apaches
with his eleuebedhand)—" What issue?"
wit hi u a few days. Gov. Sheldon ordered the
Belmont — "The Issue which must be met"
militiaof New Mexico under arms, and Gen.
Blaine— "Wnat issue?"
McKenzie, has gone to El Pa^o to arrange for
Belmont (also rising angrily and striking the the co-operation of the Government of Chitable) — "I will not answer a single question huahua.
that you a«k from this time to the euci of the
A fight occurred at Stein's Peak between Inexaminatiou. You have stated what 1 deem to
dians and Capt. Tupper, of tho Sixth Cavalry,
be entirely incorrect.Yon have attempted to
place me in a false position.In this you will and hia Indian aoouU. Fear of the latter are
not sncceod. I said that quotationmarks were reportedkilled,and two private soldiers.It is
a mistake of the printer, and your language claimed six of the hoatilea were killed.The
bears the constructionI put upon it Tue ludians were routed and took to tho mountcaret ul reader will agree with me, and the careains. The troops were unable to follow.
less reader may be influenced by your speech.
Near G an ley vi lie, n band of bostllea attacked
The commencement of this examination this
tbe ranch of Mr. Higgs sud allot and scrioiuly
morning relieves me of all the consideration
wcundui him. Tho Indiana then commenced
I mentioned yesterday, which I intended to obpiling iininh on him for the purposeof crematserve to a man who bad held the office of Secuvt him, when to tnoir astonishmentthe man
retary of State. You have placed yourself on
supposed to bo almost dead quickly turned over,
a level with any other witness. I will examine
ninl. drawing his revolver, killed two of them,
you as such."
wounding another. This sudden movement
Blaine (angrily)— " What do you mean?"
was siicb a complete surprise to them that they
Belmont—" I mean this : That you have boon
left without hnitning their intended torture.
before committeesbefore this ; that you have
dispatch from Tucson reports that
endeavored to threaten."
the bodies of fifty white victims have been
Wilson (interrupting)— "I sobmit this is not
billed along tho Oila river. A Tombstonedisin order."
patch reportsthat Sulphur Springs valley is
Blaine— "This te intolerable.The Insolence
one mass of flame. All tbe ranchos are burned,
of this young man is intolerable.’’
including that of County TreasurerDunbar.
Belmont— "You have brought it upon yourGen. Forsythe, with seven companies of inself."
fantry, is on the trail of tho Apaohca, and pro“ I have no more regard for your Insolence,"
noses to follow it into Mexico. Tho Seventh
retorted Blame, " than I have for that of a Infantry, commanded by Goa John Gibbon,
bov on the street"
with headquartersat FortSnelling,la ordered
Belmont—" Mr. Blaine has had dne experi- to hold itself iu readiness to prooeod to Arizona.
ence before committees, and he has endeav- Mr. Ouray, delegate in Congress from Arizona,
ored to threatenthem. He has done it for the is reported from Washington as saying that tbe
last time. He will not do it to me."
peooie of that Territory are very much stirred
Blaine— V This is too trifling.I hope the up by these Indian outrages, and that, if the
oommitteewill protect itself. I have no Government does not do somethingpretty
power."
soon, the people will take mattersin their own

theria.

I

A

them.

'

bers of the oommittee objectedto going into
the whole Booth American policy. Belmont
said then he was done. Blaine sud he did not
desire to leave the room without giving Belmont
an opportunity to apologizelor misquoting
his dispatches,and making him say that no
treaty of peace shall be signed unless the Landreau claim is recognized."That," said
Blaine, " has been the slogan of the dirty Democratic party and the press that stand behind
Belmont."

annihilate all the tribes of ludians

,

<

Maj. Tupper, of the Sixth Cavalry, had a

fight with Apaches at Cloverdale, on the
boundary line between Arizona and New Mex-

ico. He reports one man lost and two wounded. while the savages left fifteen dead on the
field, Including a son of Looo, and seventy-five
horses were captured. Tapper then Joined
CoL Forsyth’s command —The report of CoL
George A. Forsyth, detailinghia operations
against the savages, is an Interesting recital
of a campaign gallantly pushed in the fsoe of
formidableobstacle* and disadvantages. One
" The aggressionis on your part," said Belof the most serious of the advene conditions
mont.
"lam very aggressiveagainst- false state- which the troops have to contend against is the
nicipal dignity.
ments," said Blame, " and Belmont has stated acardty of water. Springs and water-courses
are things unknown for long distances in that
what has no semblance of truth.”
Belmont retorted : “ Yon have asserted a arid and desolate region. CoL Forsyth's
Buffalo Bill’s Trail.
falsehood ; bnt I do not propose that this corn- horses covered seventy-eightmiles, and were
mittee-room,or that the press, or the country forty houre without water, and, after
The writer of this little story once in any way shall undertaketo judge my method dispersingtbe Indians and forcing them to
met “ Buffalo Bill " qp
of 84V of reply to your assertion ; toatl will convey amt the trail and take to the mountains,
tbe command was under tho necessity
Francisco, and the hospitable scout ex? to you ih private."
of retracingits stops over many weary miles
Biaine reiterated his statement
tended an invitation to the scribe to call
"Then this is the very last word I am willing and return to tbe railroadstation, to which
•nd see him next day at the Palace Hotel
to give," said Belmont “ The words in effect water had been brought in Uhks 00 tbe ears.—
“ Where are yoor rooms in that cara- mean just what they say, and that is the con- Gen. Sheridan baa ordered the Third Cavalry
vansary ? *’ inquiredthe newspaper man. struction that is to be pot on your dispatch. to Arizona. Tbe first detachment will have to
As to your assertion about the onaracter of my march 100 miles to the railroad, the second 220
. The hirsute William replied: “Well,
you skip m on the lower level until you statement, as 1 have said jnst now, my coarse miles.
of action in regard to that will be conveyed to
crime to the shaft, (meaning the elevator)
Said George Eliot : “Childhood haa
you in private. I do not propose to make any
thar you get in the bucket ehd go up tp scene here with you, or to make any capital
no forebodings ; bat then it is soothed by
the third level ; trail out along the south one way or the other. Yon m%r if you choose.
no memories of outlived sorrow.” You
drift for about two hundred feet, and I think that is yoor method. That is what yon
see, George never had any children, and
are
tunally
guilty
of.
Yon
are
a
.bally
and
a
then turn into the first little canyon on
didn’t know. Where’s the* boy of 10 who
coward." [Benaation.]
jtour right; m thar at the fourth door,
r Blaine smiled, and spoke slowly, suppressing hasn’t the memory of outliving the soragainst the breast, you’ll find us.” '
hie passion: "This man has disgraced his row caused by the old man’s trunk
The writer, on the next day, followed place. He is the organ of men behind him. He strap, when he put a wet sponge in the
the blazed road and found the great was put there to insult me. His meaning wu
old man’s boot that squirted water clear
wont in a sea of trouble about what to to do it. I beg to say he cannot do iti It is
not in Mr. Belmont’s power to insult me. He up the old man's leg? And hasn't the
do with nearly seventy-fivemanuscript may say I am a bully and a coward, aud all
boy forebodingswhen ho thinks the old
alleged plays, which parties had pent that. I recognizethat he is speaking for men
man suspectahim of patting tar on hia
him to .wwm,
—
read, wo
as being
uoxug juoii
just the'
me tiling
biting lor
or behind bun.’
him.
hair brush?
his style.
was glsd of the relief ” What I say is entirely on toy own reeponai-

the
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the shore in about three feet of water,
and the boys’ in about six feet of mud,
and their bodies were extricated with
reat difficulty. A little over a year ago
After some confusionquiet was restored, and hands, and
among
tiree children in the family died of diph- Belmont resumed his questions. They took
such a wide range that severalof tue mem-

At the meeting of the Kalamazoo VilageBoard.a small dog came in and playoily snatched an important document
rom the Clerk’s desk and skipped with
it. Clerk Hopkins laid aside his official
dignity, and with fire in his eyes and a
ruler in his hand chased that dog all
tes mines othar than iron or ooal.t# The horsemen of St. Louis talk of
around the room and down stairs, like a
.
constructinga driving park.
CWRWFUID BT HTATI8. ' T
boy trying to catch a scared hen. Mean••V-v — v-r ........... ..**106,000
Daniel McDonald was drowned in the while the village fathers sat back in their
ornla. .,tA,
2,654,734
seats and straggled to preserve the mu2,903,417 Muskegon river at Big
.........
.....

United

rections which had been made by the President, children. They declare their iutentiou of slaysome of them at his (Blaine’s) suggestion, and ing every palefacethat crosses their path, In
commented on the oorreotious and their merits retaliationfor the three Indiaua recently
and demerits. He added: “I do not by any executed at Fort Grant. According to
telegram (April
8hnkomeans find fault with the Presidentfor changing his mind; but this is the original draft of speare, New Mexico, uie town of Gualloysville
instructions to which President Arthur gave in Arizona, just over the New Mexican iiue
his assent, and which, following precedent,I burued and eompletelv destroyed bv the savkept. I desire to sUte most aolemnly that the ages. Thirty -fl vo white people were killed.
assumption that I ever interpollated a line or The Indians were scatteringinto small bauds
and making for tho Chiricauua mountainsin
syllable in a dispatch after It was agreed to by
the President is as false a lie as that which Mexico. lorsytbe, with his entire command,
circulated over
country that was in pursuit. Tho pursuing force numbered
I was during the President’s sickness blocking fifteencompanies of cavalry, but the chances
reout a foreign policy of
own.’’ Mr. of overhaulingthe murderous wretches
Belmont, of the oommittee, . propounded a gard'd as very small, miloss the Mexican Govser es of questions in regard to the terms ernment acted promptly in driving them hack.
"good offices" and "officially,’’and a some- Avers, s small mining camp in Arizons,
what livelytilt ensued between examiner and surroundedby 150 hostile Indians, and throe

iu doing that. He has not vet
Three months ago Mrs. Joseph Le touched upon it While I have the
Grow, of Saginaw City, hurt her left largest possible stock of patience, I would rather that ho come directly to the point There
baud with a sewing-machinescrew- are- many important points I would like to bo

-u

.

the band, which is* composed of Uhiri'’almas and the^ remnant of Victoria’s
hand of Warm Spring Indians, and
draft of the instructionswhich were given
Tresoott, which ho read, and pointed out cor- numbers about 200 bucks and 300 squaws and
acquit him entirely ; but I desire at this time
to place this matter before the committee correct ly." Blaine then produced the original

make that old town lively with both a was
band and firemen’s tournament, June
21. Several companies from Canada

Charles Pierce, aged 15 years, son
also been distributedand widely scat- 413,418 bushels; of grapes for market
tered through the various German-speak- purposes, 3,234,969 pounds ; of native of H. K. Pierce, of Lexington, was riding states and provinceson the conti- wine, 62,831 gallons, and of cherries. ing a hofse which became unmanagenent. The result has been to turn Plums, currants and berries 207,593 able, reared, fell backward on the boy
and killed him instantly.
hither the class of immigrants who read bushels.
These and many other statistics of macarefully and study thoroughlythe adChristian Webber, the Bay City crank
vantages of differentlocalities before terial wealth are supplementedin the who tried to shoot Miss Simon some
they settle. It has brought here Cana- pamphlet by facts showing the unsur- time ago, is said to be raving crazy, and
dian farmers who are accustomed to a passed condition of the State in respect steps are being taken to remove him
much m »ro rigorous climate than that to its educational system, its charitable from jail to the insane asylum.
of Michigan, and who thoroughly un- institutions, its light taxation and its
Julius Conlon, a young German, was
derstand the tillage of the soil, German freedom from indebtedness. It is a found hanging in an old log hut near
well-digested
compendium
of
facte,
setfanners with means, German laborers
Mt. Clemens a few days ago. He had
with muscle, intelligence, industry and ting forth the substantialattractions of probably beeu dead several days. Suithrift, and not a few Americans who had the State to families seeking a home.
cide because of despondency is the suplistened to the seductive stories of fortposition.
Health in Michigan*
yes to be made in the far West, and
At a wedding, in Bay City, the young
Reports to the State Board of Health,
who, disappointed, have turned back
male guests were eager to talk with the
toward the East. It has been remarked, Lansing, by fifty-five observers of disand with truth, that a few years hence eases in different parts of the State, show bride, which favor she gladly granted
on condition that thc-v ante up $1 each,
Michigan will be proud of the imcauses of sickness during the week end- which they did; and she stuck the filthy
migrants who are now making their first
lucre down her <4ainty stocking leg.
ing April 22, 1882, as follows
venture on her soil.
:

again before the House For-

Hampshire, appeared

much

number of the

"about Michigan an^ its resource^ The
work was well done and the pamphlet
was recognized at once as far the most
complete resume of the kind ever produced in this State. Of this pamphlet
12,000 copies have already been distributed, going into every State in the
Union, every county in the Dominion

wu

N#w

long defenseof hie action. He admitted hav180,000,000 gallons of water go to vtastc
ing accepteda retainer of (took for his services
there every day.
He expreeeedhis obligations for an opportun- as counsel, but returned it to Shipherd because
The 'collections for the relief of Meth- ity to state that no importantdispatches in ro- of the probability that the subject would come
gard to South American affairswere prepared ?P f°r Congressional action. Senator Blair
odist churches in the burned district during PresidentBarfields’ airiness.H# teatifledthat the laic Gen. Hurlout had written
of the Saginaw peninsula thus far stated, with
earnestness, that him that he ootfld not make Shipherd underamount to $5,253.97.
the English bondholders pot up a stand that he (Hnrlbnt) could not act in tho
n^tter^ except under instructionsfrom the
One million six hundred thousand lob of war on Peru K* booty j that Chilf and
England were now dividing spoils amounting
whitefish fry have been deposited in to *60,000,000,and that history will hold the
the bay at Alpena trom the Detroit United States responsiblefor the dismember
The Arizona Indian War.
mont which has taken place. Mr. Blaine alhatchery.
luded to the efforts which have boon made
The
present
Indian outbreak in Arizona is
The Richmond Band has issued cir- to fix upon him (Blsine) the responsithe
most
disastrous
which has ever occurred in
culars for a band tournament to be held bility for
certain policy towaid the
there in June, open to bands from Ma- Booth American states which wts calculated that Territory. Over sixty people have been
to involve this country seriously, and contincomb and adjoiningcounties.
killed by them so far. Looo, a noted oliief and
ued :*• I don’t desire to assume that President
Another effort will be made to estab- Arthur is responsiblefor any suob effort, I •on of tho once-dreaded Cochise, are with

to the of the leading wheat-producing States
are concerned.
lish the price of beer at 5 cents throughbest class of
In its wool product the State rankec out the city of Detroit as soon as the
immigrants, and has circulated informalion which will be the means of bring- fourth in 1870 and also in 1880, Ohio, new liquor law goes into effect.
ing many more. The first work under- California and New York leading it in
The examination of Drake, ex -Chief
taken by CommissionerMorley and his the former year, and Ohio, California Engineer of the Coldwater Fire Departassistant, Mr. Backus, was the compila - and Texas in the latter. The clip in ment, has been adjourned fifty times,
tion of a hand-book of information 1880 was 10,724,107 pounJs shearet and there are four other men to try.

State a large

Mr. Blaine

Benator Blair, of

before the Peruvian investigation
and read a

eign AffairsCommittee, on the 26th of April

9.8

agencies abroad, yet has brought

THE PERU INVESTIGATION.

Thb Elk Rapids Progress says that

9.3

ry was 265,298, and it* crop was 2,830,289. bushels,an average of 9 4-10 bushels to the acre. The average yield o
the States which surpassed Michigan in
extent of production, Illinois, Indiana
and Ohio, was 17 1-5, that of this State

inexpensive, efficientand well

directed. It

F. Conely, has been appointed
Chief of Police of that city.

9.

The work of the Michigan Immigration Commisaion has bail hardly half a
year’s trial, yet it has shown very satis- being 19} bushels. The crop of 1879
factory and gratifyingresults. It has was exceptionallygood in this State but
was alsp above the average in some o:

been

Edwin

10,000,000 of bushels is included in tnis
table. The acreage of Dakota Territo-

MICHIGAN'S RESOURCES.
(From

11.2
10.

Nebraska ............. 1,469,885
..............1,861,402 17,324,141
...

Every State

CITY,

114

i|,U30

f.

31,154,205
11,356,113
13,817,007

<fiJs
HOLLAND

906,627

roe«
S'm.

and thus peace wu restored.

Ch^,

Mamaohuskti young women read
with ill-oonoealed envy that 1 Kansas
widow has just got back from the funeral
of her sixth husband.

’

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

Saiukday,

E

ROGERS, Editor.

May

romouL.1

•
1,

An Ordinance,

"

1683.

The Common Connell met pnreaant to the
provisions of the City Charter and was called to
Members present: Mavor Beach, Aldermen
Harrington, Beukema, Williams,Winter, Kuite,
and the Cletk.

By Aid. Kuite, “Prescribingthe duties
of Marshal and Deputy Marshal.’'— Laid Seventy-five Dollars per year;
The City Physician shall receive a
on the table.
Hundred Dollars per year;

salary of

iw

One

a

—Allowedand warrant ordered issued on the
Treasurer for the amount.
* COMN UNICATION 8 THOM CITT OFFICERS.
The mayor reported that according to Ordinance
Mo. 80 of the City of Holland be would make the
following changes in the standing committees for
the year 1882. Committee on Poor, Aid. Beukema
In place of Aid. Winter; Committee on Public
Buildingsand Property, Aid. Winter In place of
Aid. Beukema.
The following bond was presented, to-wlt:
Druggist bond of Kremcrs and Bangs, as principals, and BernardosWynhof and pornelisDok,
as sureties.—Approved.
The City Marshal In a\ communicationrequested
reque
the appolintment of Arend Venee as i>eputy
Marshal.— Laid upon the table.
The clerk gave notice of the various officesto
be filled by appointment.—Accepted.
NOTICESAND INTRODUCTIONOF BILLS.
The Com. on Ways and Means, accordingto

until May 17th, 1883. The Council to
8«c. 2. That the salaries, of the various offimentioned, shall be computed
all bids.— cers hereinbefore
from
the commencementof the present term of
Adopted.
offleo.

Aid. Kramer—
Ifaolved, That the 'Marshal be and here
by is instructed to notify all persons to
repair their sidewalks within thirty days.
Also to notify all persons to clean all
rubbish out of the street in front of their
premises.— Adopted.
By Aid. Kramer—
Raoived, That the report of the Com.
on Public Buildings and Property be
taken from the table.— Adupted.

By

To

the Honorable Mayor

“good will” of
will

3rd, A. D. 1882.
4lh, A. I). 1882.
W. U. BEACH, Mayor.
Attest: Geo. H. Hipp, City Clerk.

1882.

f

and

1*

whom

BUFFALO.

IN

THE

KEMERS & BANOS.
Holland, Mich.,

C.

S

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
By Aid. Harrington—
ItoolMd, That the various officesto be filled by
appointment,be voted upon by ballot.—Adopted.

The

following persons weie appointed to the
officesset oppositeto their respective
resp
names,

tank for $25.00, thereby saving freight.
We would recommend the purchasing of
a five barrel galvanized iron tank as we
do not thick a two barrel tank large
enough, in case more lamps are put up.—
Approved and the committee instructed to
purchase a five barrel tank.
By Aid. Ter Vree—
P' o/red, That the Council proceed by
ballot to appointment of persons to the
various City offices not yet filled.—
Adopted.
The following named persons were appointed to the offices set opposite their respective names, to-wit: City Attorney,
P. H. McBride; Health Officer, Wm. Van
Putten M. D.
The appointment of Deputy Marshal,
Engineer and AssistantEngineer of the
fire department were laid over until the
next meeting of the Common Council.

to-wlt: Presidentpro-tempore
empore of the Common
Gouucll, Aid. £. J. Harrington; Street Commissioner, M. De Pevter; City Librarian, Henry D.
Post: Director of the Poor, Oeo. H. Sipp; City
Physician,Wm.Van Pullen, M. D.; Member of
the Board of Health, for full term, Isaac Cappon;
Members of the Harbor Board, for full term,
laaac Cappon and Wm. J. Scott; City Surveyor,
Geo. U. Sipp; Membera of (he Board of Asaeasors,
Peter Boot and H. Elferdlnk; Pound Master, H.
G. Van den Berg: Fire Police,Charles Odell, First
Ward; Martin M. Clark. Second Ward; Arend
Verlee, Third Ward; and Johannes De Weerd,
Fourth Ward; Building Inspectors,Gerrit Slenk,
Geo. H. Sipp, aud Hefuder K. Werknuu; Committee to examine hotels, Gerrit Sleuk, Geo. H.
Sipp, and Reiuder B. Workman.
The appointmentof persons to fill the offices of
SPECIAL ORDER OP THE DAY.
City Attorner,Health Officer, Deputy Marshal,
On
motion
of Aid. Harrington, Council
Chief Engineer and Assistant Engineer of the
Fire Department,were postponed until the next went into Committee of the Whole, Aid.
meeting of the Common Council,
Kramer in the chair. After some time spent
By Aid. Harrington—
therein, the committee arose and through
RexAttd,That the city printing be and the same their chairman reported that they had had
la hereby awarded to the Holland Crrr News on
under consideration the following named
the same terms as the past year.— Adopted.
ordinances:An ordinance, “Relating to
Council adjourned to Wednesday 7:30 p. m., May
tho running at large, within the limits of
3rd, 1882.
GEO. H. SIPP, CUV CUrk.
the City of Holland, Michigan, of horses,
sbeei), swine, mules, cows and horned cat
tie of every kind and description;” An orHolland, Mich., May 4, 1883.
The Common Council met in regular dinance, “To provide for the payment of
the salaries of certain City Officers,for the
session and was called to order by the
year A. D. 1882” and reported the first

Mayor.

BOOT & KRAMER,
-Dealers In-

Groceries

STEKETEE &B0S,

Jacob Van Putten and thirteen others
petitioned to have lamps placed on the
Religious services for to-morrow
corners of Pine and Tenth streets, Maple
Hope Church— Rev. D. Vau Pelt, Pastor.
and Tenth streets, and First Avenne and
Morning,
“The Builder of the House.”
Tenth streets.
Evening, “Using the World.”
Henry Baum and others petitioned to
First Ref. Church— Services at 9:30
have a lamp placed on the corner of Kiver
and Thirteenth streets.—Accepted and a. m. and 2 p. m.
:

granted.

and

Alio a very large and assorted stock of

In addition to our complete stock of
we have
added

C.

Dry Goods PARLOR

For which we solicit a share of the trade.
We will serve all customers to the best of
our ability, and by prompt attentionand
fair trealment endeavor to merit our
share of the patronage of the people of
ibis cily and vicinity.

12th.

Farmers bring your
Butter and Eggs.
BOOT* KRAMER.

1882.

18-tf

STOCK

IsTEW

—OF—

,

BOOTS & SHOES
luBt

E.

received at

HEROLD,

sell cheaper for

FROM

gotirejj.

SPRING

any other house

13-2m MEYER, BROUWER A

PUnEN
Sc

A Cure Guaranteed.

NOTIONS,

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve sod Brain Treatment:a
specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervons Headache.Menial Depression,Loss of Mem-

DRESS GOODS,
CASHMERES,

ory, Spermatorrjffia,
Impotency,Involuntary
Emissions. Prema.nteOld Age, caused by over-exeri'on,Leli-abrsu,q ovet-indu'ience, which leads
.0 misery decay r 'u death. O e box will core recent case . Each box contalnb one month's treatment. One dollar a box. six boxes for five dollars;
sent by mail prepaid on teceiptof price.
We guarantee six boxes to cure any esse. With
order received by us for six boxes, acompanied with five dollars, we will send the purchaser our written l Jaramee to return the money
If the tre .ment does r ot efect a cure. Guarantees iisu d only when the treatmentIs ordered
direct from us. Address JOHN C. WEbT ft CO.,
bole Proprietors, 181 ft 1C3 Madison St., Chlcago, III. Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland, Mich. 83-1 y

ATTENTION

DELAINES,

,

GINGHAMS,
CALICOES,

DUTCHESS OVERALLS,

All kinds of Job (Work done in the
Holland and English languages at the

tho people of Hollandsod vicinityto the fact that

News

he has purchasedthe

The undersigned desires to

First

call

A Fall Line of

Hats and Caps,

Woodsmen.

G.

Van Putten

GROCERY

The ZUeotro-MagMtto Battery !•* o«w*
hr discoveredremedy for
female diaeaseaof every
kind and nature, and has
proved itaelf In hundreds
of cates from yonth to old
age, to be woman's greatest benefactor.It cares
Headaches,Nervous Prostration,General Debility,
•leepleeanets. Indigestion

Pains In the Back.Cheet,
side or any portion of the
body. Palpitation of the

tlon. Bend

for

cor.

Fish.

F.

Holland, Mich., April 21,

DEN UYL.

1882.

12-ly.

BedHng-down

the cheek snd • sparkling glance to the eye.

Thnee Battwriee

are manufactured in two
ti*««7— Low-power $3, and High-power,$8, by mall
postage free. Pamphlet sent free to every lady

applicant.Address MAOVITIO XUIOXVIOO..
No. 4 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit,Mich.

8-ly

College Journal.

1882. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1882.
Q
3

II

Kid Gloves, Fans, Beads,
Bonnets, Dress and Hair Ornaments, Worsted, Canvas,
Cardboard, Cord- and Tassels, Rushes, Collars, Mantelets, Infants Cloaks, Veiling, Silks, Moire Antique and Plain V elvet8,Crape,Laoe8,Flowers,
Feathers,

and a

full assortmentof the latest itylea of

Hats and

Bonnets Ribbons Moire Antique, plain and fancy.

GIVE UE A CALL.

of the

Heart,

to

Store

Butter A Eggs always
on hand.

Sons.

Pains, Lenchorrhea, In
regular and Palnfnl Period!, OvarianDieeues, Inflammations.Ulcerations,
and all female weakness. To the sickly,sallowcomplexloned and debilitated It givee strength
and vivacity,clear and healthy skin, brings bloom
Young Men end Women will not only save mon-

Ward Grocery House

Sc

Holland, March 14th. 1881

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolls you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak St.ve Bolts, 80 inches loig.
White Ae'i St .ve Lolls. 80 inches long.
Elm Stave Lolls, C8 Inches long.
D’ack Ash Stave Lolls, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

the attention of

at

Com .non Council.
GEO. H. SIPP, City Clerk.

Ac,

Fresh Groceries

of

By order

TABLE LINEN,

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS.

formation apply to Filter’s Slave Factory.

Moire. Antique in Colors snd plain and
striped Mode Antique silks snd a full line
of ladies fancy dress goods at

SUMMER

DRY GOODS,

Nervous Debility:

Just received a full stock of Lace,
Black and Colored Buntings at the store
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Office.

a SONS.

CO.

For making contracts or further in-

G. VAN PUTTEN AbONS.
The Com. on Parks and Public Grounds
COR. BIGHT A FISH STREETS,
reported the removal of all dead trees
Gentlemen looking for the new styles
from the parks, and having planted one
bnndred and seventeen trees at a cost of In Hats, Straw or Felt, will find the same and is prepared to serve the public with every
thing that pertains to a first-class
D. BERTSCH.
twenty-five cents each.— Approved and a
warrant ordered issued on the City TreasThe latest styles ot straw and felthsts—
urer for the amount.
)scar Wilde included— silk wipes and 1
The Com. on Poor reported presenting
full line of gents furnishing goods at
the semi-monthly report of the Director
G. VAN PUTTEN A SONS.
of the Poor and said committee, recommending $84.80 for the support of the
Notice.
poor, for the two weeks ending May 17,
Clerk’s Office, City of Holland, )
1883, snd having rendered temporary aid
May 3rd, 1883. f
to the amount of $8.00.— Approved and
Blda will be received, until May 17,
warrantsordered issued oo the Oily Treas1883, for the hauling of material and all
urer for the amouots.
team work, for the ensuing year, for the
COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITT OFFICERS.
City of Holland. Bids to state the price
The Citv Marshal reported the number >er day and per load. The Common
of sidewalks repaired during the month
’ouncil reserves the right to reject any and
Don’t forget the place No. 191, Eighth street,
ot April.— Filed.
all bids.

The Marshal reportedhaving collected
the following licences in the month of

RECEIVED

FLOUR AND FEED.

.

REPORTS FROM BTANDINO COMMITTEES.

Cash than

Farmers and

CALL AND SEE US.

£pttht

JUST

SETS,

all kinds of

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

* Also lamps ordered to be placed on the tor; servicesat 9:30, a. m. and 2 p. m. 2 Urge and elegant alack of FINE Ladles and
corner* of Market and Ninth streets,
Gentleman'sShoes, Gaiters and bl ppers,
College Chapel— Service* 9:30 a. in.; in
Market and TenthiLrects, Cedar and
JHnUt-atreetsTCeSar and Tenth streets, the afternoon the serviceswill be con-:o:corner of River and Twelfth streets, ducted by Rev. D. Van Pelt. Sunday
corner of Pine and Eleventh streets, cor- school at 8:30.
ner of Pine and Twelfth streets. .
Methodist EpiscopalChurch— Rev. M.
Peter Braam petitioned the Council to
E. HEROLD.
D. Ter wllllger, Pastor. Morning, “Workbe appointed Deputy Marshal.—Laid upon
Hollaud, Mich., Sept. 1, 1880.
ing for God.” Evening, “Divine Develthe table.
The following bills were presented for opment.”
quar. sal. as street

ROBBED

FURNITUREe.VAN

,

Commissioner.................. $75 00
C. Landaal,4 months salary as Director of the Poor.. ............. 13 34
P. H. McBride, 3 months salary as
City Attorney ................... 13 50
Wm. H. Rogers, city printing ..... 14 15
R. Van den Berg, teaming ......... 6 20
A. Verachure, filing saws .......... 1 00
Goodyear Rubber Co., six rubber
coats ...........................
15 20
John Van den Berg, cleaning fire
engine ..........................
3 50

see our

BUREAUS,
BEDROOM

Third Ref. Church— Rev. D. Broek, Pas-

payment:
M.De Fey ter, 4th

BOS.
86-ly

SUITS,

Which we

Hcllane, Mich., May 4th,

their victims, lives
prolonged, happiness
snd health restored
by the use of the great
of

(caused by excesses of any kind,) Seminal Weakness, and all diseases that follow as a sequenceof
Self-Ahnse, as loss of energy, loss of memory, universal lassitude,pain In ihe back, dimness of vision, prematureold age. and many other diseases
that lead to insanity or consumption and a premature grave.
Send for circular with testimonials free by
mail. The Invigorator is sold at $1 per box, or six
boxes for $5, bv s.l druggists,or will be sent free
by mail, securely sealed,on receipt of price, by addressing
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Druggist,
187 Summit 8t., Toledo. Ohio.
Schonten ft Schepers bole Agents for Holland.

LOUNGES,
EASY CHAIRS,

And

GIVE US A CALL.

STEKETEE &

1880.

Come and

cures all dlseaaei
resulting from seminal
weakness,spermator-

German Invigorator
& Glassware. which positivelyand permantlycures Impotency

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
Holland, Oct.

DISEASES,

Be

Thousands of graves
are annually robbed

possi
b'c embracingall the latest aud best made fabrics

Groceries, Tobaccos and Cigars

k CMC

Doctor.

Which we Intend to keep a" complete as

Stone

most

rhea, Impotency and all n
netvouadesponding and
dlstresalngaymptoma arisingfrom tbe'ie disorders,
and all complicatedprivate diseases.
Pain In back, left side or breast,frightful dreams,
palpitation of the heart, rush of blood to the
head, erumlons, pimples, memory Impaired,low
spirited,discouraged;
resulting In consumption,
heart diaeasc, cone, or bt. Vilas dance, debility,
Insanity and death. Rev. Adam Clark, the distinguished Methodist Dtvln.says: "Ills one of tbs
most destructive evils ever practicedby fallen
men." Its victims of both sexes are filling our
Insane asylumsyearly.
All lettersfor consultation, strictly confldentlsl,
[with stamp]. Address, DR. W. TOWNS, Fou du
Lac, WIs. Lock box 292.
Please mention this paper when applying to
the
4-ly.

DRY GOODS

Provisions. Crockery,

named

ordinance back without auy reMembers present: Mayor Beach, Aid. commendations, and that the second named
Ter Vree, Harrington, Beukema, Williams, ordinance“do pass.”— Adopted.
Winter, Kramer, Kuite, Reidsema, and
The first named ordinance was laid upon
the Clerk.
the table, the second named ordinancewas
Minutes of the last meeting read and placed on its third reading, An Ordinance,
“To provide for the payment of the salapproved.
aries of certain Cily Officers for the year
PETITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.
A. D. 1882,” was read a third time and
Cappon Bertsch Leather Co., Pauels, passed, a majority of all the Aldermen
Van Putten A Co., and others petitioned elect voting therefor by yeas and nays, as
to have lamps placed on the corners of follows: Yeas 8. Nays 0.
Pine and Eighth streets, and Maple and
Council Adjourned.
Eighth streets.
GEO, H. SIPP, City Clerk.

_

TORE

13-5w EDWARD

Raid ordinance was read a first sud second time
by its tide, and placed on the specialorder, for the
next meetiagof the Council.

the best known and

Snccessful Plwiciao
Who baa been engaged
In the treatmentof
all aecular and

GROCERY

Jane, 1882,

a

11-ly

TOWNS,

DR. W.

|

Y..U.S.A.

N.

AND-

the 15th day

19th.

April

NEW

DRY GOODS

we

Compounded.

fully

Is hereby given that the following
Gentlemen:—
Public
named settlerhas fl'ed notice of his InlenBuildings
Property to
was tlo/i to make final proof in support of his claim
referred the purchasing of oil tank, and and final entry thereof, and lhatsaid proof will
made before ihe Clerk of Ihe Circuit Court of
building out house, would respectfully bo
Ottawa County, Michigan,at the county seat, on
report that
have investigated the cost
of
vie:
notice given at a previous meeting, introduced an
of oil tanks and can get a heavy tin tank Myron H. Howell, homestead entry No. 69til forthe
ordinanceentitled,"An Ordinance to provide for
holding two barrels of oil for $7 00 and 8..K ofS.E. It, Sec. S,T. 5 N. R. 15 W. and
the payment of the salaries of certain City Officers
galvanized iron tank for $9.00, with names the following witnesses to prove his conlor the year A. D. 18b2." Said ordinance was read
tinuous residenceupon and cultivation of said
a first and second time by its title,and placed on copper oil pump $2.00 extra. We have re
tract, viz: Otto Van Dyke, of Holland, P. O., and
the special order, for the next meeting of the
ceived a communication from the Gasoline Gerrit Van Dyke, of Holland, P. O., and Beun Van
Council.
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Oil Co., advising the purchasingof a five Dyke, of Holland, P. O.. aud Henry J. Ten Have,
Aid. Harrington, according to notice Riven at a
or Holland,P. O.
Can now bo found, not alone a complete stock
previous meeting, introducedau ordinanceen- barrel galvanized iron tank, which they
STEVENSON, Register.
ot Groceries,— always of the Freshest and Purest,
titled, "An Ordinance relating to the running at offered to turnisb on board of cars for
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce,Provisions,
large, within the limits of the City of Holland, $25.00. Also an offer from J. Van LandeEtc., Etc.
Michigan,of horses, sheep, swine, mules, cows
and horned cattle of every kind and description.' gend to build a live barrel galvanizediron

Your Com. on

of the

Price 50 cent* And Ji.ao.

Notice for Publication.
April 28,

we

Physicians Prescriptions care-

dealer*ererywhere.Direction*In eight Itnguege*.

flew ^(U’crtigrmmts.

VTOTICE

Co.,

patronageof this public.

FOSTER, MILBURN & CO., Prop’r^

Land Office at Reed Crrr, Mich. |

&

T. E. Annis

and honest competition,a share

world. Erery bottleguarimeed. Sold by medicine

May

Approved, May

entire stock and

endeavor to merit, by fair treatment

Th. be*t ^ntertul »nd extern*! remedy la the

effect.

and Common

Council.

Having purchased the

ache, and all pains and aches.

Bkc. 8. This ordinance shall take Immediate
Passed,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.

Bruises, Asthma, Catarrh,
Coughs, Colds Sore Throat,
Diphtheria, Bums, Frost
Bites, Tooth, Ear, and Head-

reserve the right to reject any or

de,!pr.**4n-

Drugs, Medicines,

'Cans Rheumatism, Lumbago, Lame Back, Sprains and

Minutes of last two meetings were read and apBy Aid. Kuite—
The'btreet Commissioner shall receives salary
proved.
Httolvcd,That for the ensuing year, the of Thret Hundred Dollars per year;
Aid. Ter Vree and Kramer, appearedduring the
The Health Officer shall receive
ary of
hauling of material, and all team work be Twenty-five Dollars per year;
reading of the minutes and took their seats.
let to the lowest bidder; bids to state the
.Tho Engineer of the Fire Department shall reRegular order of business suspended.
price per day and per load. The clerk ceive a salary of Twenty five Dollars per year;
rariTioNsand accounts.
Tho Director of the Poor shall receives salary
The following bills were presented for payment: to advertise for bids. Bids to be received of Forty Dollara per year;
Qeo. H. Sipp, by order of the Board of Health
100 pampnletson restrictionand prevention of scarlet fever .......................
$ 9 18

---

ECLECTRIC

The City Clerk shall receivea salary of Three
Hundred and Fifty Dollars per year;
The City Attorney shall receive a salary of

MOTIONS AND REHOLUTIONB.

order by the Mayor.

Kremcrs & Bangs,

^THOMAS’

To provide for tl[e payment of the
*
The Chief Engineer of the Fire Departsalaries of certain City Officers,
ment presented his annual rep ^rt lor the
for the year A. D. 1882.
year ending April 19ih. 1883.— Filed.
The Sireet Commissioner reported for The Oity of Holland Ordains :
Section 1. That the City Marshal *hall receive
the month of April, 1883.— Filed,
of Three Hundred Dollar* per vear;
The City Treasurer reported for the a salary
The City Treasurer ehull receive a safary of Two
month of April, 1883.— Filed.
Hundred and Seventy-fiveDollars per year:«

Common Council
Holland, Mich., May

fio. 10!+.

—Fi.ed.

6. 1882.

—

April, and receipts of the C’ily Treasurer,
to-wii: *
Pollack, selling jewelry ......... $1 00
J. Kibbler,
soap ............1 Oo

L.

&

S.

TAN DEN HEDGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HOIiliAH O

ww-rr-i

Market-day Id

this

-

Last Monday the Vrtesland Cheese

JOTTINGS.

i -

It

factory started running.

can get them by going to Mr. Herold's.—

dly‘
Brouwer & Doesburg’snew boat Is ex-

Capt

Tuesday or Wednesday.

.B.

Van Ry,

Ranters, was in

How. George Woodford, of

livered a lecture on Temperance

last

is at present

Thursday and

childhood in

Ind.,

It

Frank Cook, C. K. Gregory.

1

/ Mayor Beach was the happy recipient The Lee & Rix Dramaticcompany have
/ of a son last Thursday noon. The chaaged their dale here, making It May
/ “father”
“fathei adds new dignity to the mayor*i ^ll1, P09l,iveIy thl* time* ^ hey *re »
J\ *00<* comP®°y *nd we may expect a good

/0
1 L•
/

Mr. B. J.

De

/

_

Awl

/.
j «,over
,

.

Among the notable social events that has
a graduate of the Ann Arbor
.
, 1T , . , . t
i
happened recently In Vr es and, is the
Dental school, has opened an office
... , , rt
marriage of Mr. John Huizinga, of Grol the grocery store of B. Wijnboff. \j
ningen to Miss Jennie Van Zoeren, of

\
/
{

Surgery,

i

i u

.

the

f

'

WiakiuL

Indies of Grace Church will give a

^

maple sugar festival at the ice cream
Last Thursday Mr. John Kerkhof
parlors of R. A. Drayman, on Monday
blasted the stump on Evert Visscber's
evening, M^y 8. All are cordially invited.
farm, whose trunk furnished the shingles
,

The Board of Review

of the City of

t
for the

Hoi

land, will meet at

May 15th, for the purpose of reviewing and perfecting the assessment
day,

roll.

Mr. A. C. Taylor, pianist with Donavin's Tennesseeans,gave a

nee

Tuesday

last

ever built in

first church

this

at the

morning mati-

music store of Mr.

G. Ranksns, with a few

appreciative

citizensas audience.

are happy

draw-knife,

is

to

girl

named Mary

in

supply of all the latest novelties

DR. SCHOUTEN’S COMPOUND
OF

The stock

being daily

is

plenished so that
meet

demands

all

Store”

farm and trade.

re-

it will fully

of the

family,

.

We will add to our

rftock

every thing new for kitchen^
farm and mechanical use and

to

endeavor “to be up
times” in

the

things pertaining

all

Milli-

ANTI-BILIOUS and EXPECTORANT
any PILLS. These Pills aye rapidly taking to our line of trade.
time at their store, Corner Eighth and the place of all others. They are comnery, and will be pleased to see you

-

Cedar

We

learn that

Street.

— *•*-

-

posed of the most valuable tonic, alterative and cathartic properties known, and,

We

respectfully invite the

The

desire to call

Mr. Geo.

recovering and will soon be of Groceries and Provisions, and will be-

able to resume bis work.

May

is that it

who

pole was a perfect success.

&

on all

party, last Tues-

was the finest party

ever held in this City. The twining of the

Messrs. Joslln

who

give

them

a call.

Rev. Jacob Van der Meulen, pastor of

the Spring Street Holland Reformed
church, of Muskegon, celebrated his fortyninth birthday and the beginning of the

Best, Jewelers, 132 eleventh year of his pastorate there, on

and machinery; and that of Messrs. Kre-

Monroe Street,Grand Rapids, have

mers & Bangs, druggists. They look busi-

line of

ness like.

ranging in price from $2.50 up. Give the

a fine

Monday. His

congregation in honor of

cheap Watches, cheaper than ever, the occasion presented

firm a call

when

above all others.

stow prompt attention and fair treatment

universal' expression of those

participated in the

Among the new spring decorations we
May
can mention the signs of Mr. B. Van

Last Wednesday evening, a horse with

a

“Van Landegend

the attentionof our acting directly ' upon the liver, stomach public to continue 4 their patreaders to the advertisement of Messrs. and bowels, effectually purity the blood.
ronage and vouch that if uniBorst ofVriesland, who some time ago Boot & Kramer, who have added a full Their action is mild, yet always cleansing,
but never griping or painful. If you use
seriously injured his knee while using a Hoe of Dry Goods to their complete stock
them once, you will always prefer them form low prices and fair treat*

We

day evening,

Raalte, dealer in agricultural implements

reported that

old

SYRUP
RHUBARB, is too well
two miles west of Robioson, committed known to the public to need any recommensuicide by taking strichnine on Wednesday dation. It is enough to say, as is proven
by uumerous testimonials, and hundreds
last.
'
besides who have used it, that it is exA certain amount of opposition ia a actly what is claimed for it. If you or
your children are troubled with diorrhcaa,
great help to a man. Kites rise against
one or two doses will convince you as to
and not with the wind. Even a head wind the merits of the preparation. In comis belter then none. No man ever worked plaints of children it has no equal. It
being a Tonic lor the bowels, cures all
bis passage anywhere in a dead calm.
these miserable complaints, when not of
Lady readers of the News, please no- too old standing, with a few doses. It
does not only check the Diarrhoea,but
tice the change in the advertisement of
after being stopped,It moves the bowels
L. & S. Van den Berge, who have a full naturally again.

colon
the Council room, Mon- V00*0^* 84 years a80<
\

is

J

^

have purchased the

J. R. Kleyn and occupy the

'

-^Jshow.

Vries, Doctor in Dental

We

•

stock and “good will” of Mr.

Bridges, aged 17 or 18 years, living about

Wm. Vkrbekk, P. M.

sojourningin our midst. \

V

tour,

office at Holland, Mich., May 4th, 1882:

this city,

^

know.

-

SPECIFIC FAMILY

Wednesday evening last Mr. John Ca\
yf>on was married to Miss Minnie Alling.j
They started the same evening for Chicago

List of letters remaining In the post- on a bridal

Mr. H. Ailing, of- Fort-Wayne,
his early

last

Tues- the goose hangs high.”

day evening,in Hope Church.

who spent

town

Schoutens HARDWARE!

Dr.

the day or not? Let ua

of the schooner R.

reported that “everything was lovely and

Illinois, de-

dividend of 4 per

The 30th of thia month Is Decorationday. Will the people of thii City observe

See advertisement.

pected here next

a

cent.

If you want a nice pair of shoes, you

City next Wedoes-

A West

reported that the Chicago

it

Michigan R’y declared

in that city

and see

yourself.

All

for

^

him $85

in gold.

partieswho paid the assessment

“OLD ABE” BITTERS.

ment, will do anything

These

Bitters are an excellent Tonic and Appetizer,
and are very popular with those who are
acquaintedwith their virtues.

AROMATIC SPIRITS. This distilled
liquid is a remedy for all kinds of pain, in
young and old, and is an inatant restorative
for disorderedstomachs after a debauch.
It is taken from the Belgian Pharmacopcea,
The formula can be found ou the bottles.

gain

to

we will be entitled

confidence,

to our share of the trade.

Respectfully,

KANTERS

E.

A SOUS.

BALSAM LOCATELLI (Spijker Bal-

sam.) This Balsam is a wonderfulhealer,
on aud works like a charm in all kinds of

MEENGS

Kiss M.

drive wells, for the purpose of carrying wounds, cuD, bruDes rud burns.

baa opened a
wagon attached to it,
on a systematic resistance to the endeavors
IPECAC TROCHES. The great and
Mr. P. Schravesande lias re-opened his of Mr. Green, the so-called patentee of the well-known specific remedy-ipecac—for
came dashing down Eighth Street. At
Brayman’s corner be took the side walk/ old barbershop and will be glad to see his wells, to collect a royalty of ten dollars croup, coa^bs and colds, influenza, e*c..
demolishing everything that came in/tfs old customers. Mr. Schravesande’s so- for each well in use, can call on H. D. is the main feature of these Troches, rjc
preparedin such a nice manner that they
on River Street,next to the drag store
path, creating quite a little excitement. \J journ in Chicago has had a tendency to Post, Esq., and get their proportion of the
are craved for like Candy. The formula
of D. R. Meenga, where she is prepared
make him more skillftil in the tonsorial money which has not been expended.
la on the box. See PharmacopoeiaNeerto lurniib the public with all the latest
The new daily mail route from Holland art, and he deserves to be tried before
fawtoa.— This is a excellent remedy for
style of
to Saugaluck via Graafschap and Gibson
The summer arrangement of trains on hoarseness, and is highly recomended for
•being
\/
is likely to be established.The petition
the Chicago and West Mich. Railway, jwlll public speakers.
The
cold
weather
of the past week, has
has been signed by a number of business
not go into effect for a week or two yet,
DR SCHOUTEN’S COUGH BALSAM.
and wishes to announce to the Ladles
men in this City, in Saugatuckand by a damaged to some extent, the fruit in this until running arrangementsare completed This is a valuable combination of expec
torants and compounded in such a manner of Holland and vicinity, that she ia able
large number of inhabitantsalong the immediate vicinity,bufa few miles south on the La Porte extension. Road and conthat old and young pronounce it palatable. to suit the most fastidioustastes with the
of us the reports are that it did consldroute.
struction trains are now running between In severe cases it Is recommendedto take latest styles of
arable more damage than we have sus
We can state to our readers that is has tained. We will have, if nothing hap- New Buffalo and La Porte, but noiregular a lew of Dr. Schouten’s ExpectorantPills,
trains have been put on as yet. It is ex- at night before retiring.
ETC.,
been decided to locale the flouring mill in
pens in the near future, a good crop of all
pected
the
new
“time
card”
will
make
this city. A site has not yet been decided
kiuds of fruit.
For Sale by all Druggists.
considerable change in the time of trains
on. The subscriptionsare being transcall
• V
Last Tuesday evening Mrs. F. Kieft, at this station.
ferred to conditionalnotes, and we have
the fragments of a

MILLINERY STORE

judged.

Hats and Bonnets

_

/

-

reason to believe that active operations
will

-

Give her a

mistaking the cellar door for the door leaing into the yard, fell headlong down the

soon be commenced.

ellar stair,

We

-----

TRIMMINGS,

are informed that Capt.

H.

of Douglas, will put his new

fracturingher thigh. Owing

Moore, uV.the age of Mrs. Kieft it

is

rather

a

According to a report ia the Allegan
Democrat,Don C. Henderson one of the

Douglas, on a route between this City and

mers attended, and report her as being as

drunken frenzy pied two forms (four
of the mail-

Chicago, during the coming season. This comfortable as possible.

much needed enterprise and deserves
the support and commendationof our

ing

a

citizens

)»rOur

‘

and our business

men

<r[

readers will notice by reading the

Council proceedings, that
now

in particu

a number

of

lamps have been ordered placed

street

A meeting of the Fire Departmentol
of

Eagle

and procure lamps for

their portion of the

town. Our City

will

then be well lighted.

list galleys, and

disagreement

an address in Grace Church on

ZEELAND ITEMS.
Market day passed off as usual. The
farmers being busy seeding, there was a

Friday evening. May 12th, on “Mission not over large attendance.
work among the Indians of British North
Two small boys of this village were
America.” 'He will particularlyrelate toe

understand from good authority experience of arch-deacon Kirkby, of poisoned, a few days ago. They found
Grand Rapids, Is England, who was a missionary for some sweet crackers that had been
having excellent success in the treatment of twenty-eight year* among the Indians in “doctored"for the purpose of killingrats,

He

will visit Holland only on Tuesdays

and Fridays after this, for the purpose of
giving the people of this City a chance of
availing themselves of his professional ser-

vices. H

is

office will be at the Drug Store

of D. R. Meengs as heretofoie.

•

lurebuildingour new shop we have purchase

And we ere

the region

of Hudson Bay. All are

in

and partook of the least.
live, but

vited to attend.

were very

The

boys

still

sick.

With the signature of the president the
Messrs. De Free & Van Bree are crowdbill mnkiug radical improvementsin the ed with work, and the wagons they manulife-savingservice will be a law, the con- facture are constantly rising in the eali
ference report upon the bill having been

mation

of the

iarmers. This firm deal

UTICA.

the Chicago and

Village.

Disooverer of DR,

1881 (nine month?),

and the

business

new consolidated Chicago and West

Last Saturday Mr.

The Common Council has purchased a
sawyer at Boone & De
new four wheeled- hose cart.

'

A P0CITIVK CORE FOR FEMALE C0MPLAIRTS.
Tbisremedy will art in Itanoony with tlio Fomalo system at all times, and alto immediately
upon the abdominal and nterinemoaclei, and restore them to a healthy and strong condition.

H.

Tellman, bead

V riea’s Mill, had

a

and cut a gash six inches in length in his
The Steamer City ot Milwaukee came
hoped that trains will be run to La Porte In on Monday lust. She is now making arm above the elbow. Dr. T. G. Huizinga
attended the patient and reports him doing
by May 15, and to La Crosse by August daily trips between Milwaukee and this
ynext. General Manager Kimball reports
~

D. R.

MEENGS.

well.

gross earnings $877 936 were

Grand Haven was visitedby two very
few miles north of ibis Village on Monday
cold nights this week. Ice ope quarter of
denominmorning last A daughter ot Mr. G. T.
an Inch thick is reported, while up the

ated “operatingexpenses,” $454,525 were
for

For Sale

In

maintenance and but $899,-

A

STEAM

KILJST

IDR/TT

M-l?

WERKMAN

A

VAN ARK.

DON’T FAIL TO CALL

ON

river it

was

Te

Winkle, aged

13 years,

was playing near

still thicker.

R. A.

RRAYMAN,

At the old place

IN PRICES IN

THE

^

JEWELRY STORE
—

OF—

I

ALBERS,

8th Street,

HOLLAND, MICH.

a burning stump wheu her clothes caught

FANCY GOODS.
CIGARS

TOBACCOS.

and

Complete and well selected stock of
Photo, tod Autograph

AXjBTTAAJS
aa the cheapest.

Hollabd, Mich.. Feb.

9,

1868.

Company F has taken possession of their fire; before she cOuld reach the house,
Clocks which have been sold for $4^tre
constructionwork charged to new armory in Gray’a Block. When the a short distEuce,her garments were all
"operating expenses.The mileage is 866 6, rooms are entirely fitted up they will rank coDsomed and the flesh was so badly borned now for sale at $3. The entire stock on
band will be sold at that rale. Plated
of which 143 are steeled.Mr. Kimball re- among the best in the State. Two floora that she died in the evening. Dr. McK
are in u«e, one as reception rooms, etc.

division tosdmc point In Ohio.

t>nd the other as a drill

room.

Best

was

called and did ail that was

possible to-allevisteher sufferings.

1/

ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold al
coat for the next 60 days.

1-ly

CARPETS
New

Stock of

Brussels,
Extra Super,

977 for movement. ' He enumerates $220,-

i 120 of the

commends an extension of the Allegan

Kanters.

An entire new stock of

Aa cheap

J.

of L. T.

No. 108 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
HollandbyHeber Waiab. 51-ly

GREAT REDUCTION

A sad and serious accidenthappened a

from freight and $401,427 from passenger

expended

dressing THK GRAY MEDICINE CO.

It is

port

receipts,and that of $1,054,980

WE HAVE

DRYING OF LUMBER WK BEALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

\/*

The steam yacht that is to ply on Ma- off. While at work, be fell between the
catawa
Bay, will soon be ready for busi- frame and saw in such a maoner as to
81, 1881, three months,) and the comburn the skin from the palm of the hand
ness.
parisons are made from the combined bus-

that of the

Re-Sawing Done.

Dr. Marchlsi'sUterine Caihoilcon will core falling of the womb, Lucent if a. Chronic InflammaAMD THI
tion and Ulceration of the Womb, Incidental
Hemorrhage of Flooding, Painful, Suppressed
and Irregular MenutruaUon, Kidney Complaint,
and la especiallyadapted to the Change of Life.
Send for pamphlet free. All letters of inquiry
freely answered. Addresaaa above.
FOIl SALE BY ALLDIlUUfl ISTfl. ,
Price f 1.60 per bottle. Be sore and ask tot
Dr. Marehisi’aUterine Catholicon. Taks no other,
Or any thing In onr line manufactured on short
notice.
For Sale by

j

the above companies from Oct, 1 to Dec.

roads for 1880.

who

oa

in

narrow escape from having his arm taken^

Michigan Railway company (comprising

ine-a of the several

satisfy all

Planing, Matching,

MABCHISTB

UTERINE CATIIOLICON,

ITEMS.

,

of the

we can

confident

Pattern,

died

GRAND HAVEN

80,

the most Approved

H. Y.t

adopted. . As passed, the bill contains in lumber, shingles, etc. and at present are
GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
all that It provided for when origi- manufacturinga large number of pumps.
TKA6B MARK The Great Bn-TftADC
gllah Remedy,
nally passed by the senate. The imporan unfailingcare
for the year ended tant new stationsare retained and the Their factory is classed as one of the leadfor aeminal weak
ing
of
this
Dec 81, 1881, which was made public May house acceded to the provisions for payneis, 8 perm atorrhea, Impo2, shows gross earnings of $1,325,052.46 ment of wages to surfmen laboringunder
At the Annual Village election, held
tency, and all
disabilityand to their wives and families
Diaeaaeathatfol’ an increase over the preceding year of
in case of their death; and requiring the last Tuesday, the entire Democratic ticket
low sesaequence
$232,818.74; operating expenses of $1,054,- appointment of assistant superintendentswas’ elected. The officers for the ensuing
of Self Abate; a*
980.11, an Increase of $302,118.74, and and keepers as well ns surfmen, irrespec- year are as follows: President, D. Baert;
Tibg.
net earnings of $270,072,300,a decrease of tive of their politics.
Trustees, J. P. pe Pree.Wm. Westhoek, tudo. Pain In the Back, Dimness of Vlalon, Premature Old Age, aud many other Diaeaaea that
$69,800. This statementcovers the comJohn D. Everhard; Clerk, B. Kamps; lead to Insanityor Conaumptionand a Premature Grave,
bined business of tGe Chicago and West
Treasurer, John Fox; Assessor, J. HuizintSTFall particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
Michigan, the Grand Rapids, Newaygo
ga; Marshal, A. Romeyn; Pound Master, detire to send free by mail to every one. The
The street sprinkler was out this week
SpecificMedicineia sold by all drag) iat at f 1 per
and Lake Shot?, and the Grand Haven
E. Hasselraan.
s package, or six package* for 15, or will be sent
trying to conquer the dust.
free by mall on receipt of the money, by adRailroad companies from Jan. 1 to Sept.

The a nnual report of
West Michigan railway

entirely new

Machineryof

DR. J. B. MARCHI8I,

We

eye, ear, and throat diseases, in that city.

MiU

went

that Dr. R. B. Best, of

\

1882.

20,

minion type.” This wanton destruction
of property is the result of a

appointment as Chief, and AssistantEn-

will give

April

Planing

three full cases of

Company, No. 1 on Thursday evening, between Mr. Henderson and Mr. Reid,
May 11, 1882, at 7:30 o’clock,for .the pur- the junior editor of that paper, about the
pose of recommending to the Common policy of the Journal iu the late Village
Council members of the department for election.

on various street corners mostly in the gineers. A large attendanceis expected.
west part of the City. We think the
Rev. F. C. Coolbaugh,of Grand Rapids,
people of the east end, should take a hand
in this littlematter

Holland, Mich.,

admissionto the Journal office and in a
pages) of the paper, 18 or 20

rooms

ito!'

editors of the Allegan Journal, “gained

rlons accident. Drs. Schoutens and Kre-

this city will be held at the

Vims,

Yourself.

se-

steamer,

is

His,

for

see

and

ingrain
and cheaper grades of Carpets.

OIL CLOTH, MATTING, BTC
Very cheap at the

store

of

J

THIS LIBWTOSf AftT»S WE*r«3riO».

against him, only if he is one then there
are plenty of good men about that is
ftTI. So much the better that there

*

lost a little longer and paler than ever,
ms large dark eyes burning just a little
more brightlyin their deep setting of

‘

How a man

1

•

£ J I ‘

'

i.

might love that sweet thin, bark-covered' wooden partition, sat
little woman, if she had onlv got the Amelia on the ground among the underTo the Senate ftf the United States: • ^
first chance of him 1” was the mental wood, her head on her knees, which
Wty the fcrrtwofa i>oor nbsltern
heavy lash.
^
should be, of course.
Whoee years of service mount up to two aoorw—
ejaculation.
were surrounded by her clasped hands,
Whose chase toward rank still leaves him far astern.
At last the bell has rung and the train
His young wife, though hardly of
Dinner that night was a not altogether fihe heard it all and was thinkingitover
O give relief (sod then he'll ask for no more).
ts with a slow dignity into the stawhat yon would call strong character,
successful attempt at being festive. bit bv bit
StiM Lucius Fitzgerald does not Percy had arrivea just before, ana, deThe silver bar In which low rank may apeak,
inherited from the late Huggins a large
What should she do? Hie future,
The silv’ry crown 'ncithwhich my head appeara, share of that pertinacitywhich he had
ove, hut leans on, as though watching cidedly second-rateas were his jokes
which bat an hour ago seemed so bright
Bhou d tell the tale (I conld had I the cheek
be recognized, against the office and general behavior, more than one of to her in Lucius Fitzgerald’slove, had
Thai’s paired with rank), and thus compel your turned to such good account; and she
A second more and the bright those present felt grateful to him for suddenly become dimmed by a mist
teat*. ,
j.'.,, (>
pours out the coffee this moriUnk
mounts to his brow, then suddenly keeping up the conversation, his brotheran air qf innocent triumph: in her blue
which looked eternal She could not
The slender maid who placed her hands In mins ,
away into a sort of blue pallor. He in-law, perhaps, the most of all
eyes at havinc^oamedher feolnt
The golden day when first I won that bar, i,
see through it ; it was .thick as that
•Is now a matron, fat and thirty-nine.
“And so Mrs. Fitzgerald insists on walks forward to a carriage, but with no
Next day two or three men, invited by which gathered about the summit of her
And lota of little maidens call me pal
Lady Verulam and her daughter being haste ; yet, from that carriage window is Lucius for shooting,put in an appear- own north country hills. Still she must
gazing on him a fair young girlish face, ance, and the master of Abbotscraithie,
'Whl’e l, a'asl still struRffle hard to foot
invited,” mused her husband. “The
try and see through it ; and as she sat
With my poor pay th' IncreaainHmonthly WUs
Yemlams of all people in the world ! a face snob as even an indifferentpasser- in doing the honors to his ciale friends, j there motionless, listening to the sobs
In one room and a kitchen must I strive to put
For Percy, too ! As if Birdie Verulam by in a crowded thoroughfare would avoided on all possible occasionsbeing j within, and thinking rridfe earnestly
Wile, girls— our bubo, the last new thing In frtlli.
turn to look at ; such a face as a painter brought into anything like close com- ; than she had thought in her life before,
(as she was familiarlycalled, her real
Behold this heror-brave, and true, and doughty
might have chosen for a Calypso when panionship with the ladies. Only he 1 & depth of feeling was awakened in
name
being
Bertha,)
would
marry
PerA score of years ago, but now all day
looking seaward from the shores of would look at Birdie sometimes with i Amelia’s heart for which no one who
UsUom he slte-he’fl sixty-oddand gouty,
And makes no sign save when he draw* hia pay.
Percy is. Amelia’s brother, older than Ithaca. It had the stamp of a blighted such a longing, wistful look in his large, | knew her only in the light comedy of
she is by four or five years. Rich, of love upon it.
flaming eyes that it made Jie girl
girl more life
lif« would have given
riven her. credit
Ami this one h<*e the (ront of battle atept In
.credit She
course. Huggins Senior left his thouA busy porter opened the carriage than once creep awav up to her room, was the first to move-very carefully
To win hia straps at bloody Monterey ;
He was no chicken then — still is th# old oock sands equally divided. Bat the son had door, and Lady Cons'tantia,fat, rubicund
and send the excuse of a headache, in- lest Birdie should hear— and go slowly
kept in
not acquireaany of that gentlenessand and 50, came tumbling out, “How do
A place in which he’s only In the way.
stead of reappearing at dinner. Mean- to the house. She met Percy at the
good breeding which seemed to hava you do ?”-ing with easy familiarity. He
while Amelia saw nothing,except that
For, when his company goes cut on duty.
come to the sister as if by magic. In gave his hand to the girl. She did not Percy’s attentions were received by Miss door.
He atop* at home-he cannot walk or rids ;
44 Well, what was up in the arbor ? ”
The work then fads on me, but not the extra Lucius Fitzgerald’s mental phrase, “He attempt to speak as she stepped down Verulam with cold disdain,and that
44 Nothing. I believe yon purposely
is an insufferableyoung cub, talking
booty
on the platform, though her hand Lucius looked sadly wearied and jaded, sent me on a wild-goose chase. Lucius
Tie only this oar seniorsdon’t divide.
slang by the yard, and only fit to herd seemed to linger in his just a moment
which she entirely ascribed to his hav- has gone down toward Rseburn’sfarm.”
longer than was necessary., Perhaps it
with bagmen and shop-boys."
With those who’ve waited long, are walHng still,
ing overwalked himself shooting on the
What an invaluable articleis stupidity
Who’ve waited until both heads and hearts are
“Yet he is his brother-in-law, must was the whispered
darling!" moors. Thus a week passed, and Birdie
in
the proper place I
gr*yi
be made the best of, and is even now which he uttered, in a very low tone suggested to Lady Gonstantia that it
W# ask the passage of the Army bill,
Two
hours later the husband and wife
coming on the 10th to meet Lady Con- as she stood beside him, which so sur- was time they took their leave and went
And your petitioners will ever pray.
met at dinner, Birdie had one of her
Mooonra.
stantia the fastidious and her delightful- prised her that she forgot to be convento the house of some other friends ; but usual bad headaches. No one eonld have
ly-finedaughter ! If only they would tional
•Here Mrs. M. moved to strike out all after the
Lady Oonatantia was comfortable and guessed that Amelia had learned the
enacting clause.
send an excuse! Bat nol OircnmWhat right had he to call her “dar- contented in luxuriousAbbotscraithie,
truth ; only, perhaps, Lucius noticed
—Army and .Vary Journal
stances would never go and risk their ling,” with Amelia sitting at home wait- and she would not be hustled. Birdie
that she was even more tender and
cherishedold reputation for spitefulness. ing for them, and in spite of the far-off must endure her torture a little longer.
womanly in her manner than she hod
How they must* smile now— that is, if pained look in the sweet Birdie’s eyes,
She had gone out alone one lovely ever been before.
FITZGERALD’S MARRIAGE.
if they ever do smile.”
which should have thrust the word back Sejitember afternoon, taking a volume
For many days Birdie lay in up-stairs
The Hon. Luoiua Fitzgerald walked np
So cogitated Lucius ; and his little unspoken into his heart? It did not of Shelley to dream over, not to read. in a darkened room. Amelia never inand down the breakfast-roomat Abbot®- bursts of wicked exultation at losing the bring a glad look into her face, as “ dar- In Birdie’s frame of miff'd all the lines
truded herself unbidden into tbe sick
eraithie with his hands in his tronsen bpttle rapidly gave way to ever-increas- ling ” uttered by Lucius Fitzgeraldsix were one blurred mass, all the words
girl’s presence, but all that love could
pockets, jingling his money. Well, he ing doubts and fears. He was sufficient- months ago would have done. All the were indistinct. She sat down in a little think ot and attention carry out she gave
was perhaps hardly as yet accustomed to ly grand seigneur to remain uncrashed sunshine and joy had died out of Birdie arbor that had been built at th* edge of to Birdie, and with no demonstrative
fheaoiwd. His young wife— they had by the Percy trouble. “ Va pour le Verulam’s life since then. She turned a wood, hanging over an extensiveview outbursts. Nor did she ever tall Lucius
only been married six months — sat at beau-frere
but the other matter away from him and spoke to her maid of heathery moor, and there, till the that she knew aught of the past, but
the table, behind the tea and coffee seemed, as he reflected upon it, to hour- about the luggage, as though seeking dressing-bellrang, she felt she could helped him quietly with soothing ‘tenderparaphernalia,watching him, while sha ly contain less and less of what was refuge in a triviality. Why had she weep and think in peace— at least, so ness to bear the anxiety and irritability
cry assiduouslyknitted a coarse kniok- sweet, and more and more of what was come to Abbotsor vitnie ? Even Amelia, she hoped; but. a quarter of an hour produced by Birdie.’sillness. Amelia
erbocker stocking.
bitter. Granting that there is always hod she been at the station that day, had scarcely passed away when she had seen her way through the mists, and
Something had evidentlyproduced a something of rapture in meeting our could not have failed to notice that heard a roan’s footstep approaching tbe the road along which she had elected to
twist in the skein of their hitherto un- soul's ideal once agaiu, so long, that is,
Birdie Verulam had been to Lucius in arlior, and she almost sprang up, with travel was that of patient sympathy.
tangled bliss, for the breakfastwas un- as she is not on the arm of a successful the past what every law of honor for- a little frightened ory.
As months passed on and time
taste d, and was getting cold.
rival, what good could possibly come bade that she could evei be still in the
cicatrized the wound in Lucius’ heart
; Not Lucius, no not Lucius, there
“ It is the first request you have re- out of this untoward encounter ? And future. Like Luciui, Birdie was accom- alone ; she could not bear it.
that destiny had made, was not much of
fused me; but I suppose you do not for a momentary thrill, a joy that was plishing her destiny; like Lucius, she
It was Percy, and she sank back into its healing due to the woman who loved
think me good enough for your swell ac- first cousin to a sorrow, was it worth had a firm belief in her own strength. her seat as though relieved from a great him well enough to bear silently and unquaintances,”said the Lady at last, swal- while to jeopardize even such very gray- How utterly weak they both were per- fear. Not that she wanted Percy’s com- murmuringly ner share of the burden
colored domestic felicity as now be- haps they both discovered with startling panionship — far from it ; and had he with which he was so heavily weighted ?
lowing a little sob.
" Really, Amelia, the way you put longed to
Yes, the more he reality as they stood side by side on the been a man of the world and a gentleBirdie Verulam had never married.
things is too ridiculous. Not good thought of it, the less he liked the pros- Abbotscraithieplatform.
man
her monosyllabicreplies would She went abroad with Lady Gonstantia
Lady Cons tan tia was Birdie’s stepenough ! Because I objected to Lady pect Visions of strange, heart rending
speedily have induced him to pursue his for a while ; on her return she studiously
Oonatantia Verulam and her daughter scenes, tragic duets and more tragic mother, and the girl was dependent on way to the house. But Percy, like his avoided all meeting with Lucius, and
being invited to Abbotscraithie. What trios, began to flit ac- oss his brain by her for food, shelter and clothing— utsister, was not easily daunted ; he could pointedlyrefused to pay another visit to
can they have to do with you ? I simply night and day. After all, he liad suf- terly dependent; and her father’s chat- not understandthe word “no” unless Abottscraithie ; but she is always on
fered marvelously little for the lack of tering, good-natured,shallow-pated it was written in very plain letters be- friendly, almost loving, terms with
do not want them.”
“Yet they were your most intimate Miss Verulam’s society since his mar- widow was calculating, though kindly, fore him, and he actually had the audac- Amelia, who scarcely ever undertakes
riage. Indeed, this had often been a and had, moreover, a limited income.
friends before your marriage.”
any scheme of importance without first
ity, though he had never received at any
To marry Lucius Birdie knew was utter“Perhaps 1 have quarreled with subject of wonder to him. He was really
time the most remote encouragement, to consulting Birdie.— Tinsley's Magazine.
... J comfortableenough with Amelia, and as ly impossible — knew it from the moment make Miss Verulam a formal tender of
“ Nonsense 1 I saw an envelope ad- to romance, passion, ecstasy— was the the first love flutter agitated her heart
The Hanging of Dr. Lamson.
his hand and possessions,looking quite
dressed to you in Miss Yerulam’s whole tiling worth while? Was he not so she resigned him, gave him with her surprised, too, when she got up and told
Dr. LamBon was hanged at London on the
writing only a week or two ago.”
petting just a shade too old, or, to pat own free will to Amelia. She had a
him that she regrettedhe had made so 28th nit. Ho broko dowji completely at the
41 It was merely a lino of congratula- it plainly, too fat and lazy, for these morbid longing to witness the success
of her work, mdhadii^mpaniedher
a mistake, suck an .alliance being last moment. On the scaffold ho svrayed backtion. The Yemlams were abroad when fatiguing toys ?
imjxiBriible.
ward and forward and utared wildly around
mother to Abbotscraithie, deluding herwe
1
All this time Amelia was perfectly
“Impossible!”
ho
repeated.
“ImAnd Mr. Fitzgerald, a deep flush happy and serene; for when Lucius was self with the idea that she would hence- possible that you should ever care for hiii. When placed under the noose, the chaplain, who appeared much affected, begau readmounting all ovei1 his face, sat down op- with her he was more than ever ai/x forth endure the void in her life with
me?”
ing the burial service, Lamson, in tho meanless
bitter
pangs
if
she
were
but
alposite his wife and began to busy him- petits sains; and then had she not gained
And Percy, whose belief in himself was time, being supported by two jailers. Just
lowed to see Lucius rich, happy and
self by uncovering the dishes.
her own way in tho matter or inviting
immense, looked at her in absolute as- before the cap was adjustedhe cast
contented.
“Well.” she persisted, “let them these Veruiams ?
So when Lady Gonstantia told her tonishment.
down his eyes with a look of extreme despair.
come and congratulate you in person. , And they were coming, too. “Were
Under happier auspices Birdie would Death was instantaneous.The drop was
that
she had received an invitation from
It is very ill natured of you not to have
going to pay other visits in the neighhave laughed. As it vya, she turned nine feet. Dr. Damson was an American,
them here. Yon know 1 want to fiud a borhood, and should be so delighted,” Mrs. Fitzgerald,and in her blindness from him with a sort of disgust, merely but had practiced modiciue in Europe for sevauci her love of living at other people’s
nice wife for Percy, and he is coming for Lady Constantia’s note bad said.
eral years. In 1871) he went to tho East and
expense suggested that they should ac- saying very quietly :
was in charge of a Servian hospitalfor a time
the shooting on the 10th.”
For some days before they arrived
44 Please leave me;
I
would
rather
be
cept it, Birdie had offered no opposiand afterward was attached to a hospital at
44 Confound Percy 1” muttered FitzMr. Fitzgerald hod a good deal of spare
alone.”
tion.
Bucharest. About one year ago he came to the
gerald, behind his mustache. “Well, time on his hands, with which his wife
She got into the carriage and seated
A hot flush rose into Percy’s face as United States, but his practice was not profitado as you plesse; I’ll make no further did not interfere.She was so engrossed
herself by Lady Constantia’sside, the she spoke. This son of the people im- ble and he was obliged to part .with article*of
opposition.”
in her first hospitable preparations, and
maid opposite. Lucius preceded them agined that Birdie, being the daughter personalattire to meet his expenses. It so
nappsned that in tho event of the death of
And, flattering himself with the idea in adding touches of beauty to the somein his cart. He had chosen wisely in of a great house, was flouting him, and his wife’s brother,Percy Malcolm, in his mithat he had striven his utmost to do what hastily furnished rooms, that she
leaving Birdie to her reflections for a he resolved to be revenged.
nority, the sum of £3, 500 would fall to
right, he now resigned himself delight- had little leisure to bestow upon her
while ; furthermore, he went np the
Poor Birdie ! Of the social chasm that Mrs. Damson and her sister. The docedly to wrong-doing, >
husband. The quittance would have back way into the stable yard to avoid lay between them she never thought
tor frequently visited tho boy. Ho was
Amelia Fitzgeraldis the daughter of been, perhaps, something of a mercy at being present when Birdie and Mrs, only of how utterly incapablea manlike at that time living at Nelson's Hotel,
in London, having, returned lo England on
any other time ; but as hour after hour Fitzgerald should meet.
s north country manufacturer, who left
Percy was to supplant Lucius in her money obtained by pawning his surgical inher many thousands of pounds in hard
parsed on, and the time approached
He could easily make an excuse for aching heart.
strument*and watch. Ho could not pay his
cash, with part of which Abbotscraithie nearer for the arrival of the Veruiams, not being at his post to fulfill the cereBitterly angry with himself for evok- bills and was iu^uch’distress that he attempted
has lately been purchased. It is a hand- Mr. Fitzgerald grew more and more de- mony of introduction. Perhaps, even ing it, and with Birdie for offering what to borrow of his landlord, and passed a worthsome stone house, in the center of a fair jected, till at last even Amelia was Com- in the abstract, he was right, although he was pleased to call an insult, he left less check on a friend named Tullock. One
Lowland estate, bonnie with moor and pelled to notice it, and she inquired with his action, or rather inaction, in the the arbor without another word, walking day the doctor called on Percy in the presence
of Mr. Bedbrook, who brought out some sherry.
forest Hiches apart, she is a lovable some solicitude what ailed him. Of matter was due on this occasion solely rapidly along the path toward the house. The doctor mixed ground sugar with it tor
little woman enough ; yet Lucius does
course he brisked up suddenly and said : to his inclination.
When he was about half way some sound. Percy, and then producedsome gelatine capoot love her, and for no more valid “Nothing.” How could he own that . Where persons are bound nolens vo- attractedhis attention and he looked sules, saying he bad not forgotten the boy
wesson than tnat she is not somebody he either longed for or feared the arrival te ns to make themselves acquainted the around. Lucius, strolling back, gun in while in America. He offered one to Mr. Bedbrook, who swallowed it without any ill effects.
sloe. Then why have mamed her ? The of these people? In point of fact he formality of an introductionis very like- hand, and alone, had reached the arbor
Percy took one and died in three hours.
question is only too pregnant, the an- was absolutely beginning to dread it.
and stopped; another second and he had
ly better omitted. At all events, in this
Tbe doctor started for the continent, but in
swer too obvious. When a mutual
4 You will go and meet them at the
a few days appeared in SootlantYard, saying
instance the affair passed off comfortably passed inside and out of view.
friend, a match-making woman, had first station, Lucius ? It would be so uncivil enough, and the impression on all sides
“Bo— so, my lady! ‘Please leave that he had heard his name connected with the
broached the subject to him, he an- to let them come np here all alone. But was favorable. But this fact by no me; I would, rather be alone !’ Of lad’s death, and much to his discomfiture he
was put under arrest. An examination of the
swered at once
I think I had better stav and receive means tended to mend matters as far as course yon would. But you will not boy’s viscera was made, and tee alkaloid from
“Can you ask me? If the young them in the hall ; that is the way, is it danger was concerned, and Miss Vera- carry on your little games at Abbots- the content* of the stomach killed mice when
injected into them, just as acomte did under
lady is fool enough to marry me. here I not, in your world?"
lam was too wise and too honest to de- eraithie if I can prevent it.”
the same circumstances. An examination of a
*' Yes, yes. You always hit the right ceive herself into a contrary belief.
am and let’s waste no more words about
In less than five minutes Amelia, fore- package of powders mode by Dr. Damson
mark, love
which was more than he
it"
When a woman allows herself to love warned by Percy, was creeping along showed enough aconite in some of them to
Amelia Huggins was not long from the did, for he bobbed down and kissed her & married man, she may tell her con- through the boshwood to the back of kill 100 persons, but in others there
school-room,and full of sweet school-room plump on the nose, and barely smiled scince that every fault from the wife pal^ order to learn if poesible, was nothing but quinine. Hu trial lasted
week, beginning March 8. His
ash views of love. The younger son of an at his misfiJra,
hates her guiH ; but she must be morah her8elf mhefa^ something of what was
friends in America sent a petition to tbe PresiEarl, five feet eleven, handsome, and apWith this he dashed oat of the room, Iv blind mdeed ff she imagmes that all going on between her husband and dent asking him to interfere on the ground of
parently charmed with her; what more leaving Amelia s little bit disconcerted the quahties of aU the angels centered fjird?everuiam<
insanity. It was learned from tbe records of
would she want!
at his ill-concealed-excitement. A mo- in the ; wronged one wonld ever have
“I would never have come if I had the Bloomingdale Asylum that Rev. William
Now, • Lucius was no abandoned ment later she heard the sound of weighed with her in the indulgence of known; but, oh, Lucius, I thought I Damson’s mother, maternal nncle and sister
died in that institution.It was further shown
wretch. He was simply a young man wheels, and looked out of the window. her unlawful passion.
could have borne it. Why did you let that Dr. Damson was in the habit of using
There was something artless— an evi- her invite us ?:’
whose six or eight years of me had dis- Mr. Fitzgerald,in a whiteohapel,was
opium in large quantities.It was decided,
dent desire to like and be liked— about
however, by the English authorities that there
possessed him of alxmft double the num- going down the drive.
44 My darling, I did my utmost to pre, 44 Gone to meet the Veruiams in that the woman in possession wnich went vent it; but she was very positive, and I were no sufficient grounds for further fielay.
ber of thousandswhiahhadever belongsd
tq him— oh, a very vulgar miracle as thing! Impossibl^f”cried his wife. straight to the Birdie’s heart and dis- —well, you bade me marrv her. and I— He was 85 years of sge.
armed her— disarmed her of any ill-feel- well, you see, I did not think you would
the times go — and he had latterly— that 44 1 ordered theAS
Intimate witli ’Em.
ing against Lucius’ wife— that is to say care so very much,”
But
Lucitw/Fitzgerald
had
gone
to
is, for the past year or two— saddled
A pompous little fellow at a dinner
44 Oh, Larins, I should have made no
himself with a desperate passion for Ber- meet the Verahms, and so had the bar- — no more.
table was boasting of the great men with
“This is the first time I have ever met sacrifice for you if I had not really
tha Voeulam, and which, alas, she full ouche^-He would just drive himself to
whom he was on intimate terms. He
the /Nation and see them into it, he any really great friends of my husband,” cared, bnt I thought I -was braver. If
returned. ...
was in constant correspondencewith
As netykerof the se ill-starred lovers had thought ; after all, it would only be said Amelia, pouring out the tea, 44 and only Lady Gonstantiawould be persua- Longfellow, had lunched with Tennyyou don’t know how I have been looking ded to take me home
nrteous.
_ ^
any money, or oven a reasonableexpectson, was in friendly relationswith the
44 My poor, poor, sweet love, Birdie 1”
ation of being left some, Lucius felt no
Half-past3, and the little station at forward to your coming: ”
Prince of Wales, and, in short, knew
Lady
Gonstantia
declared
herself
dewas all the mau could murmur.
sort of scruple in offering his heart to
Abbotscraithieis in Estate of flutter, for
everything and everybody. At length a
There was no consolation to offer now.
the willing Amelia. Calmly considered the traih from the south is due ; visitors, lighted to be there, bnt the journey—
quiet individual at the farther end of
“You must not kiss me, Lnrins— well
44 Oh, that railway carriage
1 thought
bj an impartial observer, tha/tMnsW too; art expected np at' “ the house,"
the room broke in on the conversation
and. porters are running hither and I should have died of heat apoplexy, and only this onoe, my love. Now go. I with tho question: “My dear sir, did
tion might look very like 'sellinttan
t&te with a heavy undeclared mortgage* thither, each more anxious than the that horrid old-yonng man— ridiculous can not stand it if yon stay longer— I you happen to know the Siamese twins
upon it To the honorable, yet impe- other to eho&r assiduity and attention. creature, he must have been 50 at least can not indeed. Beside, it is not right when they were in this country ?’’ Our
ennious, Fitzgerald, however, it appeared And natural enougn, too. Other people —would insist upon having the windows to yourself or her.”
hero, who evidently had a talent for lyHe took her in his arms for a moment,
but in the light of that time-honored may be looking ont for friends who may hp all the time, and Birdie wonld not
ing. but no real genius, at once replied:
course, 44 The only thing to do, by be false, for relationswhom they may snub him. Why would yon net, Birdie? left on her lips one more forbidden “The Siamese twins, sir? Yes, sir. I
not love ; bnt these honest fellows are Oh, he was good looking— very, bnt not burning kiss, and was gone— not toward became very intimatewith one of them,
Jove!" «
And hp would do his duty like a man, welcoming silver charms most nnlikely my style ; in fact, quite one of the have the house, but down the hill on to the but I never had the good fortune to meet
moors, where, with nature reigning in
he would. No 'more flirting now. Of to prove false, and of whose claims upon beena.* ”
the other/|
wild beauty all around him, he could
the
heart
not
even
skeptics
are
skeptical
She
was
something
of
a
rattle,
Vaa
course, if they met much, it would be
Alphonse Garb says : “I love diaawkward— deuced dangerous (with an* No one, however empresse theyall seem, ner Ladyship, and not over-particular fight nnohidden with his raging love.
In the arbor, for a long space, the monds, but I have a horror of those
other 4< by Jove !*). Well, they mustn't ia iff so great a state of real flusteras about being listened to. This the Birthe master of “the house" himself. Im- die had long since ascertained. At that soft, buzzing, lazy summer sounds were which show me a woman carryingin one
meet that’s all
You see Lucius thought himself quite passive as he looks, standing there on moment she was dreamily contemplat- disturbedby Birdie’s sobs ; while out- ear the bread of her children and in the
I side, with nothing between them bnt the
other the honor of her husband.
a good man. I don’t want to say a word the platform, his usually long, pale face ing Amelia.
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HISTORICAL.
sale of bal-

of, Arles, in the fifth

field for the display of its special merits.

lads.

The

•

earliest fact respectingthe his-

tory of Scotland is the Roman invasion
under Agricola in the first century.

In a recently published letter of Macaulay, the historiansays of William
Penn : 4,'I think Penn a poor, shallow,
half-crazy creature.”

Knights played games in the time of
Richard I. and a knowledge of cards
was deemed an accomplishmentin the
characterof a bishop.
In the reign of Charles If. it was
made a crime to attend a di-sentir.gplace
of worship, and for the third offense a
man might be sentenced to transportation beyond seas for seven years.

Gladiatorial games are said to have
an Etruscanorigin ; they were introduced
into Rome 264 B. C., when the two sons
of a man named Brutus compelled three
pair of gladiators to fight at the funeral
of their
•

father.

Shakespeare never seems to have
vented a

**

in-

name. Among

the people living in the sixteenth century were Yorick,
Simon Catling, Poina, Bardolph and
Tybalt The origin of “Mab” is uncertain, though John and Isabel Mabb
were owners of the Fabard Inn, in 1590.

were thus impressed in vi^w of the following statements received by one of our
representatives from leading individuals
connected with some of the largestenterprises in our midst. Among others whose
testimony was freely given was W. Hf
.
Stearns,
Esq., Muster Mi
Mechanic
'
of the Conn.
River railroad, residing at 28 Boylston
street, who observed : “ St Jacobs Oil has
had a wonderful effect among the men employed here. One of them jalumed his arm
very badly and by the use of St. Jacobs Oil
was greatly benefited, and the arm was
healed. Another used it for severe rheumatic pains in the knee, and pronouncedthe
Oil a complete success, us he was cured by
its use.” Mr. A. B. Taylor,of the “ Ray 4fc
Taylor ManufacturingCo." was pleased to
say : " My uu.it, Mrs. Pillsbury,of Mount
Clair, N. J., while visiting at our house tried
St. Jacobs Oil for rheumatismand neuralgia, and found immediaterelief every time.
She pronouncedit the bbst thing she had
ever tried for the trouble." Mr. J. B. Weston, 45 Greenwood street.Supt. Car Works,
Boston and Albany railroad, thus addressed
our reporter : “ I am one more of the fortunates who have had the good luck to hear
of that wonderfulremedy, St. Jacobs Oil.
I bad rheumatismin the shoulder severely,
and could find no relief until I used the Oil.
I applied it and must confess I was surprised at the results. I am almost well and
expect to be entirely so in a few days."
Sorinafidd
> Union.

.......

M

burns or injuries

it is

The

Dallas (Texas) Times thinks the German j wipers would be more popularif they were
not publishedin a foreignlanguage.
Lydia E. Pinkham’bVegetableCompound is
a positive cure for all those weaknessesso common to our best female population.

Why

are seeds, when sown, like gate poets?
Because they are planted in the earth to propagate.

On Thirty Days’

taken according to

is

directions, it will not only
relieve the intemperateman

of the
Jacobs Oil,”
coupled with terms of Indorsement and enpie mention of the words ”8r.

couragement,bring relief and cure to those suffering with rheumatism.In view of the wonderful record of this Great Gorman Remedy In the
cure of rheumatism, neuralgiaand all phintol
diseases,

it

it

remove all desire for

will

artifi-

cial stimulants.

appears in the light of strong duty for

»PJ

Brown’s Iron Bitters

mind that the highest good from man to man
consists in that which tends
tendi to promote their

will

v

cure Dyspepsia, In-

Weakness,

digestion,

Ohio, who has used the Great German Rcifiedy!
Bt. Jacobs Oil, and endorses It highly. He
writes about It as follows : " I am plcrtsed to say
that
—
the use of 8t. Jacobs Oil« II1WS
has benefited
a/v IIVIIIL.VA me
aud
and I have no hesitationto recommend

$66

ailments resulting

from his excesses, hut

Malaria, decay in the

' i I

liver,

tive

c.m

tr‘*asrais,f5s:

kidneys, and diges-

organs, j®* As a

medicine for diseases

OPIUM

women,

peculiar to

it is

equal. Price

without an

QIO

.

trial is

every

in

If Brown’s Iron Bitters

all

druggists and dealers in

The Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall.Mich., will
If QaBu CONFEDERATEHONE!
•end their Electro-Voltaic Belts ana other Elec- and a it pa** JournalOLLUBTRATED) mt tree t* aaj
addrerefor loo. Dr. 0. J. Lana. Jaoksoe, Mlah.
tric Applianceson trial for thirty days to any
person afflicted with Nervous Debility,Lost
Vitality and kindred troubles,guaranteeing
BEER.
— n> of a d*complete restoration of vigor and manhood.
--- —
— . -,—illn* Tem parAddress as above without delay.
N. B.— No risk is incurred,as thirty days’

medicine.

,

allowed.

“ Rough on Rats." Clears out rats, mice,
roaches, bedbugs, flies, ants, moles, chipmunks,

gophers. 16a

Mr. Sidney MoNanny, of New Richmond,
Ohio, writes: “ My lungs were weak, my breath
came quick and short, my heart palpitated,

my

{

Sold by druggists.

Every Home should contain Eilert’s Extract
Tar and Wild Cherry, This clebruted remedy
will surely cure Colds,’ Coughs, Croup, Catarrh,
Consumptionaud all Bronct.ialcomplaints.
Common Colds neglected, are the cause of onehall the d atbs. Don’t wait for sickness to come,
but this day take home a bottle of Eilert’sExtract of Tar and Wild Cherry, for it may sa?e
the life of a loved one, when delay would be
death. Sold by all Druggists.
of

Mrs. Barau J. Van Burkn, whose portrait
appearsin anothercolumn of this paper, is preparing a “Ladies’ Tome” which has been used
for years for curing those distressing complaints
common to womankind. It can bo bought of
Dmugists or by addressingMrs. Van Burcu at
192 Franklinst., Buffalo,N. Y., who answers

Save a doctor's bill by keeping the system In
order mth Kidney-Wort.It will do it.

Uncle -Ham’s ConditionPowder prevents

.

JESSE JAMES

FRANK

d
and
The notorloaa outlaws.
..u.aunB. *Full
UII B^UUUIII
accountIII
of the
UM9 hootingof
JeaaeJamee;
’ aa Jam ea ; hia portrait before and after d(loath ; plot,
------aoftlmyoun#
wife, ..
the two childrenand the Fotti
bora
s. Outfit fiuo. Addreaa 0. B. Beach A Go., Chicago,1U.

one

»

—
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DISEASES of THE URIN0-6ENITJU.ORGANS,
Female Weaknwa and

Chronic DImmmm p'-odlir

ail

He Forgot That.
After he had explained that the old
The Howe Scales have all the latestImprovewoman was bound aud deterjninedto ments.
It is true economy to buy the best.
have a new bed-room carpet, and that Borden, Sellock A Co., Agents, Chicago,III
being he was in town ho thought he
Tit the new brand, Spring To bacon.
would take it home and surpriseher, he
added that he wanted enough Inham
carpet to cover a room seven by eleven.
“ You mean ingrain,” said the dealer.
“Well,

much

I s’pose it's all the

same.

ACENT8|WANT.ED!
of

How

BULL’S

Dr

is that piece ?”

“

$79
9

f

£

Mormoniflin

tteawlm, wtib InlroducUo.by Ml*
C. WIII.rA It hu Um Indy ilyUd - li« anU-morUm “
aa4 nualaatloa ef wmbm’i breru aiOty Areb a*4a4w eUw Sm
I

( A.REED & SDNS’ PIANOS.
t

A.

A- O.

REED & SOUS’ ORGANS.!

VIXVLXTOW

* OO* Chioaffo,XU.

OBJJ
[THE ONLY MEDICINE
III
•JJ.tiw

ayetem In three m'ontdafVny pereoi^wte

MAKE HENS LAY.
Ue

and Cat! le Powders aold here are wort hire* trash.
•ays that Sheridan'sCondition Powders are abeolutely pure and immenselyvaluable. Nothing en eart h
will make hena lay like Kheridan's OondltUn Pow-

EITHER LIQUID OB DBT

That Acta n(

smiggsg

tite,

ilia an

me time

msowni,
Kami.

WHY ARB

WE? SICK?

Bscmus sos allotsVuss gnat organa’ tel
\htcoms eloggtd or torpid, and poisonous ff
yiumorsars thsnf on forced Into tKs blood

U

that should bs txpsUsd naturally.

KIDNEY-

NSW

WORT

ELASTIC TRUSS
^meksiblc

ef tb« boar, wall#

CURE

[kidney diseases,
LIVER COMPLAINTS,'
FILER, OCR STI FA.TL05, UBXHABT
DXREASEf, FEMALE WEAKHEMER,

--

e Pad 4lir»tta« bam4lli»lbm,||
eufuh.p., with MLAdjuUaf Ball

n

mum,
in m

WILL SURELY
THIS

FOB!

|

0

\

by

AMD XEBVOCR MRORDEBR,
Oms organs osMl]

causingfns action cf

\rtstoritigthtirpowTlolhrmaqfdissaM.
Why aaffar Bllloas fAiaa tad aches!

USE NONE BUT THE
The GklAT AMILY

U

I

IThy tomeaUR with PUat, CoaatlpattMli

I

Why frightened

Of *r

disorderedKidneys!

f
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AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

ICTORXAI*

p HIST0RY»p™ WORLD

Kmhracingfull and .uim-nMn account,of ermy nv
non of ancientand modern t me , and lnclud<nir a ins- fall of the Greek and

----

ts&iSKAarsatate

¥iunu,«HC.,e«j.

SIX

y"

WASTi

nomi

feSsisga

-

II*

G72 fine historical encrerlnxa,and Is the
moat complete Hietoiy of theWorid ever published.
end fora-' -----r
Addreaa
It contains

- r—-

as®”

and whose illiteratespelling almost re-

of liquor,

fi.oo. For sale by

SmWKW

“ This letter written on a course piece
of foolscap in a cabin of North Carolina,

Not composed

Trial.

SYRUP

prayer for ever, aud now nothing more
from your dere beloved wife to her deerest beloved honey husban B.— D. P.

ance medicine of the day.

particular.

Seventy cento a yard.”
“Awful steep, but kinder party. How
awake my mind is on yon, and when asleep long will it last?”
I’m adreeming boat my honey. I have not
“Oh, ten or twelve years.”
heerd from you sens July 26th, aud I pray to
"Can it be turned?”
the lord that these few lines may find you ou
“Yes.”
the mercy side of god, and in a prayin mind
with a pore harte, my beloved houev. We her
“ Anything to get out of repair?”
had a pertraoted meeting here sens last friday,
“ Nothing 1”
and it has not brock up yet Pernelope R—
“ Will the colors fade ?”
and Sally S— come out here a satterday and I
“They are warranted not to.”
went to meeting with them aSuuday nite.
They bed 8 morners that nite. Honey, your
“Seventy cento a yard, eh? Well, I
hogs come home laat nite, they are nice as they rather like it Can the cT
old woman sew
can be, and groze fast : hut I dont want you to
it together?”
never forget to live in a praying mind and
)h, yes.”
harte, for I was plesed the best to here thatj
‘And I can nail it down, I reckon?”
that I ever was to here anything in my life. *
hope you tilerslive ou the mercy side, so ’that
“You can.”
ef we never see each other in this wurld we
The number of yards required were
may mete in beven where parting ii no more. cut off, rolled up and paid for, and thr $5 to $20
Honey, you hav not sent me a piece of your
hair. I sent you eom of mine and little Gbar- buyer soon departed. Two hours hac»
lyV Fleae send me tom of vours, honey ;
WELL

my

the practical temper-

"I am your father.” “Well, who’s to blame
for that?" asked the young impertinence.
‘•’Tau t me."

disease, purities the blood, improves the sppogives a smooth and glossy coat of hair and
keeps the animal in good condition. It cure#
Distemper, Coughs. Colds, Fevers aud most of
the diseases to which Hornes, Cattle, Sheep,
Hogs and Poultry are subject,and should be
used by every one owning or having the care of
stock. Bold by all Druggists,

that letter you aent by the preacher I have not
got, but maby I shall get it yet. I her got the
ten dollars you left me when you went away f
plese do rite to me and let me know all I ask,
fer I never did want to here from nobody so
bad in my life. I hev wrote you three letters,
aud git no answer about that hide. It will run
if it stays out dores. May god bless you, tis

is

but a true tonic

is safficient.”

I want to here from yon, honey, so bad I cant
help riling. I much reather see you than have
ahunder dollars this morning,fur when I'm

ances? Aye, many.

“ Rehkmiikb who you arc talking to, sir,"
aiid mi indignantparent to & fract.ousboy;

lettersfree.

My DHARIY AND BELOVED BUSHIN—I rite
you a few lines to in form you I am well, and

of your acquaint-

___

Agreeable all around : “I purpose introducing some now features into the service,”
said Bev. Mr. Textual. “All right,"remarked
Fogg. “New featuresin that pulpit are just
what I have been longingfor for the last year
Coronets. or two."

“

many

not sold in bar-rooms,

days of the old Wyatt Theater at American
Mknsman’s Peptonized Beet Tonic, the only
Hall There waa a funeral scene in the play, preparationof beef containingits entire nutriand it waa the duty of our friend to
_ exclaim
tious properties. It contains blood-making,
in commanding tones, “Stand aside and let
force-generatingand life-sustaining properthe coffin pass !" This was aU he had to say,
ties ; invaluable for indigestiou,dyspepsia,
and a number of his friends had come to the
nervous prostration, and all forms oT general
theater on purpose to hear him say it. Judge
debility ; also, in all enfeebled conditions,
of their dismay when, with shaking knees and
whether rosnlt of exhaustion,nervous prostrablanched countenance,he roared out, “ Stand tion, overwork or acute disease, particularly if
aside and lot the parson cough 1" That settled
resultingfrom pulmonary complaints. Cashis career as a “ aupe."- Hartford Times.
well. Hazard A Co., proprietors, New York.

an absolute panacea,

could ever be identified :

rick ess. In

*n inctr times of trouble oi
could the slm-

druggists.

ami for general use is better than the advice
of many physicians.“A word to the wise

Rev. 0. L. Cuyler says: “Turning
over some old documents lately, I came
across the following unique epistle from
the wife «f a Confederatesoldier to her
husbaud, which I picked up, lying open,
by the roadside near the battle-fieldof
Bull Run. I transcribe a portion of it,
with its mcouth orthography, and the
genuine womanly heart, and omit all the
local references by which its author

inLr‘

How

Ruined by Rum !

,how many insUnces

Brown’s Iron Bitters

Don’t Die In the House.
A group of gentlemen were talking over theatricalmattersthe other day, and one of them
k>ld a story in which a Hartford citizen of
some oelobrity figured as hero. It was in the

•

True Hearts arc More Than

a

i

dreams disturbedme, my blood was poisoned
| with scrofula ; my back ached, I had dyspepsia,
1 my
kidneyswere affected. I oould not work,
nor could I even eat with comfort. Life seemed
a burden ; rheumatism was in every joint ; I
Buffered from piles and weak kidneys. I thought
The S’t. Louis (Mo.) Post-Dispatch,at I could never get well, tut Dr. Guyso tt’s Yellow
the close of u long article,says : In fa«t St. Dock and Sarsaparilla has removed all my afJacobs Oil is pushing all other remedies out flictions.
of the field, and, excellent though some of
“There is nothing hke settling down,’’said
the liniments formerly offered are, the effi- Oie retired merchant confidentially to his
cacy of St. Jacobs Oil is magical in cases of neighbor. “When I gave up business I sett
ism — t
i
sciatica, rheumatism, pleurisy, neuralgia, tled down and found I had a comtortable fortnervous headache, lumbago
nbago and scores of une. If I had setlloilup, I should not have
other disorders ; while in the case of sprains, had a cent.”
a .

I

Young and middle-agod men, suffering from
nervous debilityandi ______________
, „„
kindred affections,
as loss
of memory and hypochondria,should iuc’ose
three stamps for Part VIL of World’s Dispensary Dime Berios of pamphlets. Address
World’s Dihpcnsaby Medical Association.

Sa

•

I

Mrs. J. C. Henderson,of Cleveland,Ohio,
writes: “The use of two of Pierce’s‘Pleasant Purgative Poliete’ a day, for a few
weeks, has entirelycured mo of ’sick bealacho,
from which I formerly sufferedterribly,ns often, on un average, as once in ten days! Of all

as Yellow Dock, Sarsaparilla. Juniper, Iron,
Gharu^s IX , the last of the Austrian Celery and Calasaya, all of which ingredients
enter into the composition of Dr. Guysotfs
dynasty
sty iin Spain, was ignorant to a deYellow Dock and Sarsaparilla, the queen of all
whic seems almost incredible. He
gree which
health renewors. It increasesthe power of
id not -know the names of the large endurance and counteractsthe perniciouseftowns and provinces in his dominious, fects of physical or mental exhaustion.

At the beginning of the Reformation
Ireland was the only country of Northern
Europe wffiich had remained true to the
Roman Catholic religion. The object
of Ireland’s animosity was never Rome,
but England, and she had cause specially
to abhor the two sovereigns
who uau
had
been Cie chiefs of the great schism between Protestantand Catholic,Henry
YIIL and Elizabeth. Religious enthusiasm and national enthusiasm became
so blended in the miuds of the people
that they could not be persuaded that it
was not a matter of principleto resist
the religions as well as political principles of England.

spigsg

SICK HEADACHE.

in the eleventh century.

territory.

—

instructs,

_

nated in Loudon after the close of the
A Physician’s Advice.
Napoleonic wars, about 1815. A numDon’t expect to cure constipation of the bowber of half-pay officers, being compelled els, dyspepsia, indigestion, etc., by the use of
medicines.
Relief
t
----------—
— -,,t , thus
obto economize,formed a club, where they severe cathartic
tained is only temporary.When the reaction
oould diue together at less expense than
comes the disease has a firmer hold on the dithey could separately.
gestive system than at first The pracUce of
The French livre up to the reigu of taking cathartic medicines is the cause of a
Charlemagne contained exactly a pound great amount of unnecessary suffering.The
dose most be increasedfrom time to time until
of pure silver. Philip L diminished the digestion is impossiblewithout their use, and
amount of silver,and this example was the liver and bowels eventually become a moss
so zealously followed tliat at the time of of corruptionthat death only can relieve.The
the Revolution the livre contained less way to permanently cure weak and imperfect
digestion is to purify the blood and strengthen
than one-seventy-eighth
the silver it had
every part of the body by the use of such tonics

^

pencil ce, ne auvises and
hu opinions should be heeded. If kind
w0,r^?,Q,aneverd,e. and good deeds are never
;

outhem?"

therefrom.

and during the war with France was
heard to pity England for losing cities
which m fact formed part of his own

7

sym pathiringadvice and

;

A wretch’s thrust : “Everything is as regu- Buffalo, N. Y.
lar as clockworkabout my house,"said Brown,
“The second cousins of the corpse will
In 1752 the Government of Spain, be- who was showing the splendors of his new resiing determined to restore the navy, dence to some of hfs friends. “Yes," said Ellease come forward and take their places,"
udly called the sexton on one occasion. “ The
found k necessaryto send to England Fogg, “it is tick, tick, all the time, I suppose." lateralbranches of the corpse," said another,
for ship wights they were also obliged
“ will now join the procession,"
A candidate for the office of Auditor of the
to apply to the same quarter for persons
Public Accounts was suddenly called upon for
Rheumatic Relief.
whoooold make ropes and canvas, the a speech. On using he commenced : “ Pellowskill of the natives l>eing unequal to such
Omaha, Neb., Mav 24, 1881.
citizens,you have called on me for a few reH. H. Warner A Co.: Sirs: 1 have fremarks. 1 have none to
make. _______
I have noi pre_______
achievements.
pared speech. Indeed. I’m no speaker; I do quentlyusid yonr Safe Kidney aud Liver Cure
The modern clubs of London and not desire to bo a speaker ; I oonly
'
want to be for rheumatic attacks aud have always derived
benefit
E. D. Kjtton.
other large towns are said to have origi- an Auditor.”
-

A Friend in Need Is a Friend Indeed,

Shu-man, Illinois.

Little 8-yoar-old Johnnie, being out in the
garden one day with his grandpa, pointing to
some pea-vines,asked : “ What are those,
grandpa?” “Those are pea-vine#, and when
they are larger there will
_ ____
___
be peas
on them.
Again, pointing to some weeds, Johnnie asked :
“ Wnat are those ?" “That is pig-weed, said
his grandpa. Johnnie exclaimed
“ Ob,
grandpa, when they got big, will there be pigs

—

i

NOW WELL AND STRONG.**

Da. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, S. Y.: Dear SirI wash to state tbai my daughter,aged 18, waa
pronounced incurable and was fast failing,as
the doctors thought, with consumption.1 obtained a half down bottles of yonr “ Golden
Medical Discovery’' for her and she commenced
improving at ones, and is now well and strong.
Yery truly yours, Rev. Isaac N. Augustin.
“Discovery” sold by druggists.

be .We

century, suicide was pronounced to
a
im a 4k%*« • • |
• . /
the effect of diabolical inspiration.

v

^

Citizens,

No matter how useful anything may be in
itself,good indorsementsseem to increase
its usefulness greatly by insuring a wider

Cromwell prohibitedthe
Br a Counsel

Own

Well Indorsed by Our

1R

A tVKKK. lUadixathotMMaUymAds. Gostlj
outfit fras. Address True A Co.. AucuaU, Ms.

oat:

Hang me, if I hadn’t got four miles
out of town when I suddenly remembered that I didn’t ask you if the TXTAlSTED.—tadlesto do
fa*]* null. Address:
blamed thing would wash 1”
Fall Rlror. Mass.

• oalatmbU form.
Ugfat work si boms,

G.

teeth, so

BUSH WILSON,

The Richmond State has come to the
conclusionthat it is a mean man who
will try and hold two offices at the same

““

time.

The unprecedented demand for Dr. BulTi
quires a glossary, is as genuine a specimen of womanly yearning as ever came Cough Syrup has had the effect of bringing out
from a wearer of satin and diamonds. numerous similar remedies ; but the people are
In spite of its strange jumble of things not so easilyinduced to make a trial of the new
sacred and secular, no true man will article, when they value the old and reliable
laugh over it.” — Evangelist,
one— Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.

eharctsHsHssf

tram preparations.
iperirnce ef
i.

^vertihedoia^lonof the'btood,thte ^erlew

A

M0NTH-A6ENTS WAtfTEO-M

best

Tigipetcolor to the blood,
natural healthful tone to
the dig ettive organs and
nervous system, making
U applicable to General
Debility, Loss of Appetite, Prostration

Powers and

Jm
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Woman

This apace la reserved for the
Ohrintian Temperance Union*

m:

imo».

flatarrh (jure

Temperance and Beligion.

Every church member should make
temperauce a part of his dally religion.

The

bottle is the deadliestfoe to Christ in

our churches and our communities.A

enemy of the
are ruined by the in

• friend of Christ must be the

bottle. More souls

on

Christian

the globe. Every professed
who gives his example to the

drinking usages

a partner in the

is

mendous havoc which
,

tre.

those evil customs

produce.
“If any man will come after me,” said
the Divine Master, let him (teny himself."

And

the great apostle only clenched this

glorious precept when he said, “It is good

Recommended by Phyaldangl

Is

LB TO

manufMtur* and Mil

vitha

It

GUI

positive

guai

that It will cure any
amouut
ibio a single Instance.
i»1 Unlike
unlike any Other
otkvruurrh
Catarrh remedy. as

j,

e.and

R

we
hu will
wiu luneit
forfeit the
me above
auu
i

SUMMER SUITS.

Young Men’s

Boys’ and

Suits for

Children of 4 years up to suits for full grown Men.

log diMue.aak
aistres»inK
diaease.aakyourDrugglitforit.and
your Dranist fbr it, and
aocarr mo imitatiom oa s0mtitotb.If he
hu not got it, aeod to as and we will forward
immediately. Price,75 centa per bottle.
F.J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
Sold by SchontenA Schepers, Holland.

l&MAN NOW

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS,
"We won’t toe TJndersolci.

feHO It UNACQUAINTIO WITH THI OIOORA.HV OF THU OOUNTHY WILL BU ey EXAMININQTHieilAP THAT TMI

wine whereby my brother

not to drink

SUMMER CLOTHING

SPRING A

$100 mmWIttMITi

,arantee

toxicating cup than by any single vice or

error

*

REOEIVEiD

JTJST

HALL’S

j

IS

stumbletb, or' is offended,or is made

weak. On

rock of

this immutable

self-

\

A

denial stands the temperance reform.
There the divine founder of Christianity
placed it. With Christianity it
with Christianity

We

do not

will stand

it

Etc. Boots and Shoes

is linked;

or

Gossamere

lull line of Dress Goods, Ladies’

perish.

Circles,

in great variety.

hesitate to close this brief

paper with the declaration that with the

Over 600 acres of

triumph and prevalenceof Christianstf-

timbered land for sale; also a farm of
man who wants a good farm here is a chance.

first-class

denial in the church is bound up the only

160 acres,

hope of the triumph and prevalence of

for a

pure Christianity, in our world.— T. L.

HARRINGTON,-

Cuyler.

E. J.

Mu. Amos Bradley, Rochester,N. Y.,

HOLLAUn, MICH.

says: “As a sure cure for nervous debility

and general decay of the system, I can
conscientiously reccommendBrown’s Iron

a

Bitters as

medicine that will give

I do this as a duty I owe
my fellowmen, being myself restored to

TO

prompt relief.

perfect health.

Switzerland has had
protect

Its

a law

to pass

to

Alpine flower, and the country

round London cries for one to save the
wild piimroses and cowslips.

Just received, a large assortment of

CHICAGO, ROCK ISL4HD

before been kept in this City, and have re-

them. A

ceived a full line of

Ladies

summer

full line of

skirts ranging in price

TbeGreatEEropeaEReniBitt-Dr. I. B. Sieipsoe’s
by the shortest route, and canning passengers,
without change or cars,, between Chicago and KanSpecific Meliciia.
sas City, Council Bluffs, Leavenworth,Atchison,
Minneapolis and St. Paul. It connects in Union
It Is a positive cure for Spermiitorrha'a, Seminal
Depots with all the principal line, of road between Weakness, Impoteucv, _______________
auu all diseases ____
resulting
_____ ^
the Atlantic and the PaciflcOceans. Its equipfrom
Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Memment is unrivaledand magnificent,being composed
ory. Pains In
of Most Comfortable ana Beautiful Day Coaches,
BEronK.
Arreit.
Magnificent Horton Roolining Chair Cars, PullBack or Side
man’s Prettiest Palace Sleeping Cars, and the Beat
and diseases
Line of Dining Cara in the World. Three Trains
Pol
between Chicago and Miaaoun River Points.
Two that lead to
Consumpt'n
Trains between Chicagoand Minneapolisand St.
Paul, via the Famous
Insanity and

-

t

and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently been opened betwesn Richmond,
Norfolk,Newport News, Chattanooga, Atlanta, Augusta. N aahvllle. Louisville,
Lexington, Cincinnati,
Indianapolisand Lafayette,and Omaha, Minneapolis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
All Through Passenger* Travel on Fast Express
Trains.
Tickets for sale at aUprlnoipalTicket Offices in
the United States and Canada.
Baggage cheekedthrough and rates of fare always as low os competitors that offer loss sdvan-

or detailedinformation,get
ers of

BERTSCH.

D.

A

C. C. Jacobs, 78 Folsom Street, Buffalo,

had
him of

writes that for eight long years he

known remedy

tried every
piles, also

to cure

the

Maps and Fold-

tbs

^
»

Yean.

your nesrestTicket
R.

Office, or

he was

E.

Oea'I Tkk * Fais. Aft.

Vioe-Pres.* Uca’l

to

IRON
TRADE

and cleanse
the malaria and impuritiesfrom their
the health of their families

MARK

z

systems, and that nothing will tone up the

stomach and liver, regulate the bowels
and purify the blood so perfectly as

Signifleant Fact.

to

effect

In use is

a cure. For croup,
and

or throat, or taking internallyar inhaling,

compound.

Eleganceand Parity,

Ladies who appreciateelegance < and
purity are using Parker’s Hair Balsam.
It is the best article sold for restoring gray

hair to its original color, beauty and
lustre.

NOTICE.

,

**

r

PUBLISHING

CO.,

BROWN CHEMICAL

YANRIJ.

CAPT.B.

81

by bufrsclinging

to

the

Mv
AKRORT,

&

Aultman,

Go.

O.,

J.

Pries

IS and

tie.

GINGERTONIC
you are a mechanic or farmer, wom out with
overwork,or a mother run down by family or household duties try Pakkrk's Gikgkk tonic.

Review.

If you are a lawyer,minister or businessman exhausted by mental
af strain or anxious cares do not
take intoxicatingstimulants,but use Parku’s
Ginger Tonic.

hereby given that the

If you have Dyspepsia. Rheumatism.
Kidney or
Urinary Complaints,or if you are troubled with any
or nerves
you can lie cured ry Pakkkk’s (iIngur Tonic.

disorder ofthe lungs, stomach bowels, blood

1882, and continue in session four succes-

and there cx-

his assessment.

Gko.

.

.

H

are wasting away from a 'e, dissipation or
.my disr-j'eor weakness and raiiiiro a stimulant take
Gingpr Tunic at oner; it will invigorateand build
von up from toe firstdose but will never intoxicate,
h hat s»vcd
saved hui
hiu.dte i* of lives it may save yours.
I] .1
Su. N*«r TarL Me. sod
lirsco.c A CO., M w;
i<*dlria«.
rj on. a>tU 'Hat, *t all u-vCHEAT SAW
5A Vi BUYING DOLLAR STZL
If

you

L

a

Dated, Holland. April 20, 188’.
Sipp,

CY“'

CUrl

BROS.,

HARDMAN
is

the chance

and

DOWLING & PECK.
Western Cottage Organ,

FLIEMAN

WILCOX £ WHITE,
Makers; also first-class Pipe
And many other Makers:
Organs can be seen in this vicinity.
Whereas I purchasefor cash, I am enabled to
sell Just as cheap, if not cheaper, than the best
housci in the United
States.
fled f

......

3

CALL AT

THE

Store No. 52 Eighth

way

tmmamwz

____

_

___

__

______

_

_

and Examine.

Also keeps on hand a
For Doaoriptivo Catalogueand Prict

address

AULTMAN, MILLER A

CO.,

ASBOH.O.

IP.

st.,

Agent for Holland and vicinity,

Near Cor. of Monroe Street,

GRAND

line of

•

RAPIDS,

G.

IJM

Wilms, Open

MICHIGAN

RANKANS.

HoLLAND.Mich., Oct. 27,1881. f88— 0m.

A-ISTD

and Top Buggies,

And a nice assortmentof Cutters lor Farmers
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.

ALSO AGENT FOR

WALL PAPER.

A Fan Faaily Medicine that Never Intoxicates.

Board
of Review of the city of Hollond will
meet at the Common Council Rooms, in
said city, on Monday the 15th day of May,

am'nn

Gall

12-4mos

If

desiring so to do may then

& Co., also the

or at No. 13 South Division Street

fra-

PARKER’S

9-4 w.

annual assessment roll, and any person

DECKER

Chicago, in.

Offers his superior made wagons Just as cheap
anybody sells them In Zeeland, and claims that
they are a

List,

A new and .aewdinjly

sive days, for the purpose of reviewing the

Gen. Fau.

111.

as

Floreslon Cologne.

Maonktic medicine Is an unfailing food
and Nerve, and by its rejuvenating effect on these organs never
fails to cure nervous exhaustion and all
weaknessesof the generative organs.
See advertisementin another column]

is

Wm. Knabe

by

Our popular wagon manufacturer

Md.

rtiggists.

for the Brain

NOTICE

of

for Farmers.

CO.

mill aid la»tlng prffaaia.

of

How

MANUVACTtntKRS

leier Tails to Restore
youthful color to grey
‘ air. 50c and $ i sizesat

Blood Bitters. Price $1.00.

Board

Gen'l

Chivugo.

.the

purifier

Walsh.

Piano in the World

dls-

comfort.

Celebrated CHICKERING
POTTER.
PERCEVAL LOWELL,
A
ilannger,
Agt-

The Best. Cleanestand
most EconomicalHair
Dressing.

most valuable blood cleanser

Sold In Holland by Heber

of a

PARKER'S HAIR BALSAM.

their dress or clothing,

known, and is sold by every
druggist under the name of Burdock
and

traveling •

Holland, Michigan.

them, given it a thought that Burdock
is

THE FINEST MANUFACTURED

wU1

luxury, Instead

All
'Information1
about Hates of

T. J
Id Flee Pret't

— w

and how seldom have they, when cleaning
Root

New

WYNHOFF.
1881.

Better wagon in every

have been annoyed

often persons

FQ FEEQ,

Cars.^^^jk

Holland, Mich., April 15, 1882. 10-4w

How

flD'1

ln^

F#r,,‘•‘'leeplng
etc cheerfn lv given

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

.

Line

all offices

Canada.

Bp* that all Iron Bitter* are made by Baow. CntMicat
Co. sad hare oruwed red linet and trad, mark oa vrappet

date.

A

also kept constantly on hand.

and

411(1 *0U

Tickets via
Celebrated

the U. 8. and^

Baltimore,

V(R

Is

Through
thl^^T

Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn,
etc. The only Iron Preparation
that will, not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Drug-

not be

any debts contracted by
ray children from and after this

FLO

KANSAS CITY

rale at

fbr all diseases
requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives n<jw
lift to the nerves. Acts like a
charm on the digestive organs,
removing all dyspeptic symptoms,
such as tasting the food, Belching,

Gal-

veston.

Frank and Jesse James,
The highest prices Is paid for butter and eggs,
-Ji bis Route has no superiorfor Albert
and other CountryProduce.
Minneapolisand St. Paul.
And their band of highwaymen, down to the pres- _
Nationally reputed as
ent moment, including Death of Jesse James and Lnivereaily conceded
,hall the late startling and thrilling developlie the best
Call
see our
Goods.
ments. Fifty Illustrationsand Portraits, among Railroad In the
i jnt
which are Jesse James after he Is *hot. and 12 fine
all classes of (rare!.
ColoredPlates.Interviews and letters from Cole
Mr. H. Workman will remain in the
Ypuuger; the breaking up of the hand and revelations ol STARTLING SECRETS.
8*
The Black
store as heretofore.
Flag, the terrible “Black Oaths. ’’ and hundreds of
M. HUIZENGA,
other astonishing facts. Most wonderfuland Exciting book In existence! Outsells everything!
All connections made
B.
New and greatly emerged edition; new IllustraIn Union Si\
Holland, Sept. 22,
33-0m.
tions ; 500 pages, price $1 .50. Agents’ Canvassing
Outfit, 50c. li‘
lustratedCirculars and full particulars
iars FREE.
ritM-,.Agents, don’t
non t lose this grand opporTr7,t’

gists at $1.00 a bottle.

1 hereby give notice that I will

son, Dallas,

Etc., Etc., which we offer for sale at very low
prices.Our motto Is: “Quick Hales and Pma
Profits.”
uur flock or i nut hr.ity isiarjeandcomplete,
and our stock of GROCERIES Is constantly being
replenished, kept fresh and full.

.to
World

Younger Brothers,

a certain cure

responsible for

any of

W, BULL.

iue SHORTEST, QUICKEST and
And all"**<so}^REST line to St Joseph,
points In lowaT^^J^^Atchlson.Topeka, Deni-

BROWN’S IRON BITTERS are

it

throat, whether used for bathing the chest

is a matchless

J.

'’Wt#

Thomas’

diphtheria, and diseasesof the lungs

it

By

tnnltyl Address HISTORICAL
602 N. 4th st.. St. Louis. Mo

BITTERS

column.

Eclectric Oil, because so very little of
is required

Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns,

PRINCIPAt+LINE

....... .....

Parker’s Ginger Tonic, advertised In our

The cheapest medicine

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

Mekkos.

WANTED

CHICAGO.

important -duty at this season to look after

A

get full particulars.
Price, Specific,f 1 per package,or six packages
for $5. Addressall orders to
J. B. SIMPsuN MEDICINE CO.,
Buffalo.N.Y.
Sold In Hollandby D. R.
51-ly.

AGENTS FOR BORDER OUTLAWS

have added a con plete slock of

DRY GOODS,

wonderfulsuccess.
Pamnheltssent free to all. Write for them and

ultimately

Xotnen.

-Tb**. See other

We

used w

T/ie

Mothers should remember it is a most

columns—

SneciflcMedi
:ine isbelni

The New, Thrilling and Authentic Historyof Nebraska,M Issourl.K aii>
the lives and wonderful adventures of America’s sas. New Mexico, Arizona,Mw!IS
great outlaws,
tana ami Texas.

cured by Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.

A Word

M. Huizenga & Co.
EIGHTH STREET.

early

address

CABLE,
8T. JOHN.
M’g’r,

had been treated by physicians

without success, when

SUCCESSOR TO

grave. The

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,

At

After Eight Long

an

“ALBERT LEA ROUTE.”

WYNHOFF

B.

“

New

A

from 50 cents to $3.

12-tf.

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

PACIFIC R’Y

Call, the attentionof travelersto the central poaii West
lion of its line, connecting the East and the'

Spring Dress Goods. Ladies please call

and examine. I have lately taken the
agency for the celebrated Jamestown
Worsted Dress Goods, which have never

&

BATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

WORKS.
FLIEMAN,

14-tf

WEBB'S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE.

J.

positiveand cflectutl remedy for ail Nervous Diseases in every stage of life— yonng or old,
Wail Paper such as
male or female. Such as Impotency,Prostration,
loss of Strength Joss of Vitality,Defective MemDO’S,
ory, Impaired Brain Power, and diseases from
which an unnaturalwaste of life springs, all o
.
which cannot fall to undermine the whole system
Every organ is weakened,every power prostrated,
WE will pav the above reward for any case of and
many luiuio
forms of uiitvwow
disease are
generated
winch.
uuu umuy
—
— '
: — , •
and
Liver Complaint,Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Indiif not checked, pave the way to an early death. It
gestion, Constipationor Co-tivenesswe cnnnoi
Also the finest asaorfment of
cure with West's Vegetable Liver Pills, when the
ever introduced into this city, and a full directions are strictly compiled with. They are
| treatment.
/Write for pamphlet,
which will he
liuniiiiciiv.
r — *
line of
all sold at the lowest purely Vegetable, and never fail to give
sunt free, with full particulars..
lion. ' Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing 80
prices. Please call and see
Sold by al Druggists at 50 cems a pacaage,or
Pills.25 cents. For sale by all Druzglsts.Betwelve- packages
free
uauanuvolor |5.00, VNill he sent
.....
.. by
ware of counterfeitsand imitations.The genuine
A 00.
munnfactnred only by JOHN C. WEST A CO.,
CO..
“The Pill Makers." 181 A 1P3 W. Madison St.. A Care
Buffalo.N. Y .
Chicago Free trial package scut by maU jne
52-1 y
Sold In Hollandby I>. R. Meengs.
paid on receipt of a 8 cent stamp.

We have received a

GILTS,

large assortmentof

DA

8ATIN8,

FLATb,CENTRES,
CORNERS,

It is a

Holland,Mich

$500 REWARD,

~

BROWNS,

WHITES, RUFFS

j

BORDERS

ai.v

CURTAINS

(

•

L2--2m MEYER, BROUWER
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